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LOOK OUT PITTSBURGB BERE WE COME!

------"'"'----...,...------------;---------------------¥
A BOY AT MAJOR "\VHY WAS I EVER DRAFTED?II IS MOST
Hail, Boil, the Gong's All Here

M~ajo~· MS~US~~~I~~~3~

Dew's Pond Rd., Calhoun, Ga.,
sends The Octofoil an attractive
birth announcement t-elling the
whole cockeyed world about the
arrival of Robert Haves Shumaker on May 3, IH19. Bob's weight
was 7 Ibs. 8 ozs. on arrival.
The Major comments on the
fact that Al Bruchac come almost
to the point of beating him in the
Stork Derby. Although littl-e Mary
Bruchac's announcement beat Bob
Hayes Shumak-el"s by 30 days in
The Octofoil, the Major can still
strut around Pittsburgh and point
to the fact birth registration dates
are what counts and the Major is
out in front of Al bv 24 hours on
that score.
.

~~l~~~ci'~H~~~VER- ~~~S:~~~DAC-

LT. GEN. MANTON S. EDDY WILL MAKE A SHORT TALK,
AND THEN FOR 3S MINUTES "THE HAWK'I WILL
KEEP WHOLE GANG "ROLLING IN THE AISLES."

Former Staff Sgt. Al DiRisio, B Co., 39th Inf., has made
a most enviable reputation for himself since returning from
overseas. Styling himself "The Hawk," Al has arranged a
series of skits and novelty numbers appropriate for banquets
such as the Big League affair the Pittsburgh Chapter plans
at the banquet that will climax the fourth and greatest annual Convention of the Ninth Infantry Division Association.

-Pittsburgh in' '49-

Walt Willis Soys
History Is Great
Scenes similar to the aboye will be re-enacted in, Pittsburgh,
June 30-July 1-2. This picture was ,mad~~ by "Shirts" Matusik at
the Philadelphia Reunion, ahowing.;· Fathe"'rs 'DeLaura and Connors
greeting one another, fOl'merPresi~~!,l. Henry, S. Ril~y peering
oyer ,Father Connor'. shoulder•.and Lt.~I. Bryant. who was repreaentfng Lt. Gen. Mf~ton S. Eddy, beeallse of the. Gen~rars illness
at the·...ti~e. i. shown": back of Father DeLaura.

Walter S. Willis writes from
102 Repauno Ave., Gibbstown,
N. J., P. O. Box 162-A. He writes
to pay his compliments to "Eight
Stars to Victory." Says..,. Willis :
I enjoyed rea<ling it very much.
It sur,e enlightened me on a lot of
things I didn't k1l9w.. There were

~~·;ptttsBORGH,·COfWMlBNf;~i
. . .lTIE~ ':~:~~:;~~t;;i~~t~~£~
Some days it seemed we wer,e
HAS' SET A p'AIT·E·RN H'AR"'D TO BEAT fighting
the war ourselves..
Situation Well In Hand-Memorial Services to Highlight the
Convention---,-Cost of Beveroges In Bulk Form Hig'her· In
Pennsylvania Than In Many Other States.
T'om Gray, Chairman of the
Pittsburgh Convention Committee, 720 Ohio River Blvd., Avalon, Pa., has done a magnificent
job in nailing down the many details necessary to assure a smooth
runniJrg convention.
Tom has
receive<l the unstinted support and
cooperation of all the sub committees and members' of the Pittsburgh Chapter.
A small registration fee will
have to be charged to he1p undel··
write some of thetenific expense
the committee has incurred and
will incur during this great celebration of former Ninth Infantry
Division men.
Discreetly, Tommy whi,:,pered to
some out-of-state friends. "I hardly think any of the former Ninth
meli would be interested. but if
any should be, remember, we here
in Pennsylvania think maybe pel'haps the State Liquor Stores
charge a wee bit too much for
their wares and some of the visiting' buddies might be able to
save a buck ,or two if there was
available room in the old suit case
for a jug or two."
COERMAN PAINTS THE SIGNS
"Skip" Goerman,' a member of
the Pittsburgh Chapter, is see:ng
to it that the Good Old Ninth will
be well advertised in the form of
painted signs.
REGISTER OF 17TH FLOOR
Practically all the Convention
inside work will be on the seventeenth floor of the William Penn.
Registration desks will he open on
that floor.
URBAN ROOM OPENS 7 P. M.
Bars in the famous Urban
Room will open at 7 P. M. and remain open until 1 A. M. Friday.
Table service will be available
during the evening.
Quoting from a letter signed by
Chairman Gray, among Qther
interesting items he has this to
say to the members:
The time has come at last for
you all of the Ninth to che<:k up
on the old jalopy or make train
or plane reservations-the Big
Days are at hand. How about it,
Joe-have you made your banqc.et
reservation 1 If not.. send $5 for

each reservation direet to Secretary Charles O. Tingley, Box
1704,Washington 13, D. C. Have
you ,reserved rooms at the William
Penn Hotel? If not, use the COHpon printed in The Octofoil and
take care of that right away. The
sooner reservations are in the better chances of being located near
friends.
SMOKY CITY WRONG NAME
Every arrangement is being
made to show the guests a good
time. They will leave knowing
Philadelphia is not the only City
of Brothe,rly (?) Love in this fair
state, and that the Smoky City appellation no longer applies. In
fact,by Sunday morning you wi!!
probably feel that you have been
taken to the cleaners.
HE-MAN MENU
The menu sounds like real he,,;
man fare. Trust Bert Murphy to
see to that-and if it is served in
real William Penn style it should
be excellent. An excellent orchestra has been arranged for and fine
entertainment wiiI be provided
Friday night and the banquet program is, I believe, to be interesting and amusing.
SHORT MARCH
The march Saturday morning
will not be too long, Alex Forrest
promises, and he hopes that an
impressive turnout will be made
for the Memorial Services whIch
is one of the highlights of the
Convention.
PHOTOGRAPHER ON HAND
A photographer will be on the
premises at all times to take official pictures, as well as for any
individual and group. of individuals.
PIFER PLANS FAVORS
Ray Pifer has been planning to
provide city maps and a list of
suggested eating places, together
with souvenirs and other information which will help visitors to
find their way around.
-Plttsbur~b la '49-.
WHAT A SHAME-the only
people. who really know how to
r\Ul this countyI' efficiently are
edit<>rial writers, coJumnists and
commentators!

"

-Pittabur~"

tD '49-

On English Soil

The Pittsburgh Committee, in
collaboration with Secretary Tingley and President Don Clarke, decided not to have the customary
lengthy so-called main address at
this year's banquet, but rather ask
Lt. Gen. Manton S.Eddy to deMrs. Earl Castle, Nippa, Ky.,
liver a few remarks and then turn
the show over to Al DiRisio, a is making an app-eal for someone
former Staff Sergeant with B Co., who knew her son, Pvt. Carl Ed39th, who is better kn,o:wn as "The ward Castle to write her. Pvt.
Hawk." 'AI's 35-minute presenta- Castle lande<l in France August
tion, "Why Was I Ever Drafted," 26, 1944, and was killeo Septemhas been acclaimed by national 001' 26, 1944. ,
It is hoped that s()meone will
civic and fraterllal organizations
as the- most entertaining 35-nlin- remember some of the incidents
ute show of its kind available any- surrounding this red-headed solwhere.
'
dier's death and will write a letter
. .'1.t..•,,;..'
' .
ENQ9RSJ1.0 llY . Ll()fII~~~\ia:"-~;, .•to,.h~.mother.
'4:··~~_RGH·1~~
The' follOWing notice' 'Was s~t
to members' of the Lions Club of
Cananoaigua, recently:
The, Program:
Former Capt. AlbertH. Levy,
WHY WAS I EVER DRAFTED?
9th Q.M., Div. S.O., now lives at
Will be the topic discussed by 4634 Fulton Ave., Sherman Oaks,
"The Hawk."
•
Van Nuys, Calif. In a letter to
If you have nevel' heard Sgt. Secy. Tingley Al writes:
Hawk-don't miss! Come preSince apparently ,you do not
pared to laugh un til "Your SIdes read the society' columns of the
Split." This is really an 0PPOl'tu- daily pre~s, here is ,some dope on
nity to enjoy something Qut of my recent activities: I have a wife,
the ord:nary. You will find it to name of Pat; a daughter, name
be a treat instead of a treatment of Linda, and a toy fox terrier,
-as Hawk has plenty on "the name of Poochie. None of them
ball."
look like me, thank God.
Another excerpt from a civic orI got out of the newspaper
ganizational bulletin to members game just in time to keep from
losing my shorts, and now work
reads:
"The Hawk" was Fairpor~t's first for a food broker in Los Angeles.
draftee, having to his credit five at a not-too-fat salary.
Your point about my moving
years of service-three of which
were overseas-participating in around a lot is well-taken. These
eight campaigns WIth. the Ninth landlords are so unreasonable.
Infantry Division in the ETO. The Just becall'Se they don't get the
Hawk was one of six brothers rent for a few months. . . .
-Pittsburgh in '49serving overseas. If you like to
laugh and relax don't miss hearing this man. He is in more demand as an after dinner speaker
than any other ex-G.!. of the gre~t
Mil e s McFarland, a former
Empire State.
39th man, now living at 215 So.
In accepting President Clal-'ke's Burg'ess Ave., Columbus, Ohio, reinvitation to present his skit to cently contacted another former
members of the 9th Inf. Division L Co., 39th man. Clarence E.
Association attending the fourth Miller, the former 39th lad, is a
annual banquet at Pittsburgh, on newspaper reporter on the Oil City
July 2, The Hawk has this to say: (Pa.) Derrick. His home address
Dear Don: I was pleased' to hear is 716 Bissell Ave., Oil City, Pa.
-Pittsburgh In '49from you and honored by the idea
If you must kick-kick toward
of it all. So far in the last two
years I have been guest speaker a definite goal.
-Pittsburgh in '49for almost 50 Qrganizations. I am
No one is small who does a
a member of the Collins Manageme'nt (lecture bureau.) I· use the small job in a big way.
same "speech" running about 35
minutes.
fullest extent that is permissible
I was thinking I could 'include under law and order.
some of the stuff I put on in the WATCH OUT FOR THE GIRLS
39th shows. Anyway, I can preEspecial attention has been giv-:
sent some variety to the show by en to arranging proper and suitsinging some of myoId numbers. abl(; entel-tainment for the visit-(Signed) Th~ Hawk.
ing wives. mothers and sweetSEND FOR TICKETS NOW
hearts. Additional information on
Members are asked to write to the subject is printed elsewhere.
Secretary Charles O. Tingley, Box
Printed in this issue will also
1704, Washington 13, D. C., for be noticed a convenient hotel resbanquet tickets. Send $5 with the ervation blank that should be filled
banquet reservation l'equest and out immediately and sent in.
also advise Secy. Tingley what
Indications are this fourth anunit served with.
nual convention will be the occaSurprise's galore are in store for sion for more old buddies to have'
all who atteno this great fourth reunions than has been the case at
annual reunion. The hard-work- any of the pl'evious three convening Pittsburgh Committee has tions.
labored untiringly to see that evALL ROADS LEAD TO PITTS.
eryone enj(};}'s themselves to the BURGH, JUNE30-JULY 1-2.

MOTHER OF PVT.
CARL CASTLE IS
S'EEKING NEWS

AL 'LEVY ALMOST
LOST HIS SHORTS

FORMER 39TH MAN
A NEWS REPORTER

Walter Willis, 102 Repauno
Aye., Gibbstown, N. J., sent
The Octofoil the above picture
made in Merrie Ole England.
Left to right: Carlton Clark,
David Hatton. Jackson Forsythe. Kneeling is Willis.
-PITTSBURGH IN '49-

IT IS STILL SGT.
GEO. BRANDON
It is Sgt. George T. Brandon,
538th Engr. Maint. Co., Fort
Lewis. Wash. Sgt. Brandon is a
former 60th Inf. Staff Serg-eant.
The sarge re-enlisted 25 January 1949 and this is the first time
Uncle Sam has let him have an
address that by any stretch of
the imagination could be considered as semi-perman-en t.
DAUGHTERS DIE
Twin girls w-ere born to Mr. and
Mrs. Brandon 5 November 1947.
One lived only a few hours and
the other died at the age of 13
months, having spent most of the
13 months in hospitals. After the
second baby passed away, George
and Mrs. Brandon decided it was
just as well that he go back into
the service
Since re-enlisting and while stationed at Camp Breckinridge Sgt.
Brand-on met Sgt. Batex, former
60th man.
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Don't Let This Happen

-By Plunkett

1HE OC101011*

Anonymous Flash"
Bul.b Artist Fails
To Give His Name

*

*

EDITORIAL AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES, WASHINGTON, D.. C.
(Printed monthly at 216 S. GRANT AVE.. COLUMBUS, OHIO)
Form Cards 3878 should b~ sent to P. O. Box 17M, Washinl'ton 13, D. C.

Octofoil Editor
216 S. Grant Ave. (Phone: MAin 6998)

*

PAUL S. PLUNItETT
Columbus, Ohio

*

DONALD 101. CLARKE, President
KAJOR GENERAL DONALD A. STROH, First Vice-President
JOHN J. CLOUSER. Second Vice-Pre-Ideal
LESLIE J. RONAY, Third Vice-Pre-ideat
CHARLES O. TINGLEY, Secret&r)'-Tr_surer
ot
THOMAS J. GENTRY, JR., Judee Advocate

*

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
LT. GEN. MANTON S. EDDY, Emeritus Board Kember
BRIG. GEN. R. D. BIRKS
DONALD M. CLARKE
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ALBERT E. BRUCHAC
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WALTER J. MAHON
MORRIS OLENDER
RICHARD C. STOREY
HENRY S. RIGBY
J. ROBERT BROGAN
COL. GEORGE B. BARTH
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The above snapshot was made
of Father DeLaura as he arri';ed
at the Ben Franklin H~tel for
the Third Annual Convention.
./A fornter Co. D, 47th man,
Blyth Chalky, is seen with Father DeLaura. Sender of the
snapshot failed to identify himself to The Octofoil.

The official publication of the Ninth Infantry Division Association with
offices located at Fort Leslie J. McNair, Fourth and up" Streets, S. W.,
Washington, D. C. Single copy price of this publication is 10 cents per issue,
or by man, 60 cents pet year, payable In advance. Subs~ribers should notify
tbis office promptly of any change in addres••
Published eacb montb by and for the members of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association. News articles. feature stories, photographic or art material from members will be welcomed and every effort will be made to return
photol'ra~ic and art work in 1'0041 condition. Please address all communications to The Octo foil, 216 S. Grant Ave., Columbus. Ohio.
Extract from tbe certificate of Incorporation of the Ninth Infantry
Division Association: uThi. Association Is formed by the officers and men
of the Ninth Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
fallen comrades, to preserve the esprit de corps of the Division, to assist in
promotinl' an everla~tinl' world peace exclusively by means of educational
activities and to serve as an information bureau to members and former
members of the Division."
Copy must be received on or before tbe 15th of each month to guarantee publication. Pictures must be received by or before the 5th.
Adverth,ing Rates will be furnished upon request. Write Paul S. Plunkett,
216 South Grant. Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. Phone MAin 6998.
Entered as Second-Class Matter January 7. 1947. at Postoffice,
Washinlfton. D. C., under Act of March 3, 1879.
Addlt...., _try COlum........10.
,
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The above drawing of Mike Pu~ak was made at the VFW Club
in Columbus, 0., during the Second Annual Convention. However,
Tom Gray, Convention Chairman for the Pittsburgh group, advises
the clubs have been ordered to shut off the stimulants before anyone goes as far as the character above did.
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IN THE HISTORY OF THE NINTH DIVISION
(1944) Division moves into rest area after Cherbourg Campaign.

8

(1943) Division minus 39th Combat Team and Div. Arty., starts
marchonfootfr()m Magenta to Oran.

9

(1944) Moving'from a'rest area near Les Pieux, the Division
begins relief of 30th Division on the line near St. Jean De Daye,
Normandy.

11

".

(1944).Division with !l3th Cavalry Group attached opens its
second, campaign in Normandy driying west and south toward.
Bois Du Hommet· and Tribehou.
(1944) 39th and 47th Infantry are strongly counterattacked
by the Ge1'man Panzer Lehr Division, driving toward Isigny to
rupture. the beachheads. After hard fighting lasting all day the
attack is repulsed and the 2d Battalion 39th Infantry and Companies A and C 899th Tank Destroyer Battalions win Distin·
guished Unit Citations.

12

(1944) General Stroh is transferred to command the 8th Division.

15

1943 39th Combat Team with 34th FA attached, arrives
Gela, Sicily.

17

(1943) 39th Combat Team, reinforced, attached to 82nd Airborne Division, begins attack in Sicily.

18

The following notice appeared
in a recent issue of The VFW
Foreign Service Magazine. Certainly somewh'ere along the line
there is some former Co. F, 47th
BETTER KNOWN AS "F. Mo"
Regt. man who reads The QctoPvt. Floyd M. Bowman has a devoted aunt in Bogue Chitto, Miss. foil who can and will help pfc.
Commemorating June 22, which would have ~en F. M..'s birthday, Hoover's next-of-kin:
47th Inf;, Co. F-pfc. Harold
his aunt, Clara Price, has composed the following poem in honor of
J. Hoover, k.La. March 17, 1945,
the former 60th Infantry, Co. L soldier:
near Rhine River, Germany. Any
one knowing any details whatsoBy CLARA PRICE
ever please write Wallace R. Hoover, 3621 E. Whittaker Ave.,
Oh, F.M., you have come to a place of happiness, Dear.
Cudahy, Wis.
Mother glad and Father, too
-Pitt.burl'h in '49Qne dear sister to welC4)me you.
Oh, how we miss you in the days gone by
And how we can. see those pretty blue eyes,
The.Octofoil's old standby, Joe
Bless your heart, you are back home
Casey, Detroit, calls attention. to
Never more to be alone.
the typographical error appearing
in the last issue of The Octofoil
F.M., bear, we will take care of you now
that credited the Detroit Chapter
For God above has given you a crown.
with 23 new members on the HonWe 'have seen you come and Oh how glad.
or Roll instead of 3. Joe says he
Now we shed tears and Oh how sad.
only wishes it was true, and conTo think we loved you so and then to know you had to go
tinues by saying the Detroit
But God a<bove knoweth best.
Chapter does not want to cross
He sent you to a place of rest
swords or rifles with the New
Where there is no sorrow ~nd no battle to fight.
York Chapter. New York Chapter
Oh F.M., what will home
without you?
was also credited with 23 new
'members in the last issue, which
Indeed, home will be almost unbearable.
was correct.
Our hearts are bleeding and tears are flowing freely.
-Pittsburgh in '49We realize that you are safe in the arms of another who loves you.
F.M., your loved ones will meet you up there
And the circle will be complete again.
It might be years, it might be months,
M. Sgt. George Dohut, formelfAnd it might be only a few days,
ly with the 9th Q.M., has just reBut we will be there where parting will be no more.
turned from overseas and Uncle
Sam thinks he hasn't done enough
traveling yet, so they keep pushing him around. Sgt. Kohut asks
that all mail be sent to 242 Broad
Listen, fellows, certainly some
Walter J. O'Keefe, 1858 Wood- St., Newark, N. J., until the Army
old buddy who is not a membel',
bine St., Ridgewood, Queens, lets him put both feet on the
ground at the same time.
will show up at the Pittsburgh
N. Y. Pfc., E Co., 47th.
-Pittsburgh in '49Convention. They alwys do. Let's
Anthony J. Brianyk, 57 BelH.
ci
make the Honor Roll in the next
grove Dr., Kearny, N. J. Hq.
issue of The Octofoil fill one full
Co., 2nd Bn., 47th.
page. Sign 'em up as fast as they
Daniel E. Worth, 33 Broadship
A former 60th Medic, H. N.
light in Pittsburgh. Last month's
Rd., Baltimore 22, Md. pfc. F
Cantor now has his D.D.S. shihHonol;" Roll members follows:
Co., 60th.
gle out at 7022 Garrett Rd., UpWILKES-BARRE, SCRANTON
Paul J. Dworak, Schuyler, Nebr. per Darby, Pa.
CHAPTER
Pfc. 47th.
In a short note to The Octofoil
Larry Poslock,131 Regal St.,
John J. Lane, 3003 W. Redner Doc advises that he thoroughly
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Pfc., E Co.
St., Philadelphia 21, Pa. Pfc. enjoys reading The Octofoil. He
didn't pass up the opportunity to
Unit ??
Brty. D, 376th AAA.
pay some very nice compliments
* * *
GREATER
HONOR ROLL STARS TO DATE to the general make-up and text
CLEVELAND CHAPTER
contents of "8 Stars to Victory."
Atlanta Chapter
4
George Kysilka, 11201 Green-PlnSBURGH 1ft '49Buffalo Chapter ..
2
wich Ave., Cleveland 5, Ohio.
Connecticut Chapter
2
Pvt. D Co., 47th.
New England Chapter
'I
William T. Lekutis, 1303 East
Illinois Chapter
8
110th St., Cleveland, O. Pfc.
A short note from Nick CarneDetroit Chapter
3
vale, 1426 East 56th St., BrookCo. B, 39th.
New York Chapter
23
lyn, advises he will be in PittsPITTSBURGH CHAPTER
District of Columbia
burgh with bells on. Nick will be
Paul Sitar, 441 Seventh St., DoChapter
2
well and favorably remembered by
nora, Pa. Pvt. E Co., 47th.
Philadelphia Chapter
2
all the old timers who served with
Robert H. Reed, 87 Poplar St.,
B Co., 60th.
Pittsburgh Chapter
8
--Pittsburgh in '49Pittsburgh 5, Pa. Pvt. Co. B,
Wilkes-Barre, Scranton ...• 7
39th.
Cleveland Chapter
·6
William Berkman, 5502 Bartlett
Joseph W. Kilkenny.......... 1
St., Pittsburgh 17, Pa. S-Sgt.,
Hq. 47th.
From Mr. and Mrs. Marion O.
Total New Members to
Brooks, 421 S. Jones Ave. Ext.,
Recommeded by
Date for Year 1949...... 158
Rock Hill, S. C., comes a neat litJOSEPH W. KILKENNY
-Pittsburgh in '49tle birth announcement card. It
David G. S. Halleran, 17 Fox HARD OF HEARING
The old gentleman was getting reads:
Lane, Islahd Trees, Hicksville,
It's a BOY.
N. Y. T-5, E and Cannon Co., quite deaf. One day while drivBorn 5 May 49, at 10 :25 a. m.
ing his car he crossed a bridge
39th.
Weight: 6 lbs. 13lf.l oz.
over a railroad track. A huge loNO SPONSOR MENTIONED
Named Marion O. Brooks, Jr.
comotive sped beneath and let out
Philip Krow, 2451 N. Dover St., a shrill whistle. "Hm!" muttered ("Manny.")
Philadelphia 32, Pa. S-Sgt. I the old man happily, "first robin
It was Lt. Marion O. Brooks,
39th Regt., not so long ago.
Co., 60th.
I've heard this spring."-Ex.

A. Correetion

(Compiled by Major General Donald A! Stroh)
2

·10

Next-of-Kin Asks
For Information

HONORING FLOYD BOWMAN"

~~.-.o.-..-. ..-.o_o_l_a_n-D-D-rt_~

.

-Pittsburgh in '49-

at

(1942) 60th Combat Team leaves for maneuvers on Solomon's
Island.

21

(1943) 3d Battalion 39th Infantry capture Castelvetrano; the
1st Battalion bags 3456 Italian prisoners at Mazara, Sicily.

21

(1943) Div. Arty. (less 26th and 34th) debark at Licata and
go into action a few days later in support of 1st Division at
Enna, Sicily.

21

(1944) Forward elements of the Division reach the St. LoPeriers road and pause· for breath.

23

(1944) Paddy Flint is mortally wounded and dies the following day.

24

(1942) General Eddy assumes command of the Division.

24

(1943) 39th Combat Team captures Marsala, Sicily.

24

(1943) Division (less 39th CT and Div. Arty.) loads at Oran
enroute to Sicily.

25

(1944) Following the greatest air bombardment in histolY the
Division sweeps forward across the St. Lo-Periers road, the 60th
Infantry being the first to reach its objectives for the day.

28

(1943) 39th Combat Team, attached to 1st Division captures
CeTami and pushes in toward Troina, Sieily; Paddy Flint assumes
command..

28

(1944) After widening its breach in the German Normandy
defenses to stal't the great breakout of the Cot~ntin. Pe~insula,
the Division is pinched out according to plan and goes into an
assembly area for rest.

31

(1943) Division convoy of 12 vessels arrives in the harbor of
Palermo.

be

SGT. GEO. KOHUT
HAS NO ADDRESS

Honor Roll List As Compiled For
Current Month By Seey_ Tingley

Dr.
N. Cantor Is
D.D.S. In Upper Darby

Niek Carnevale

Wil Be On Hand

BADY BROOKS

HAS MOVED IN
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT IS PRESENTED

*----------------------------------------

AUDIT MADE OF THE ASSOCIATION'S
STATUS AS OF MAY 31, 1949--TINGLEY DOING SWELL JOB

BIG CLAMBAKE
ANNOUNCED BY
W.-B.-SCRANTON

LIABILITIES AND SURPLUS
Liabilities:
Employees' Tax Withheld:
Federal Income
Social Security

_
_

AUDIT AS MADE BY HENRY S. OWENS & CO. SHOULD BE
DIGESTED THOROUGHLY BY MEMBERS BEFORE AT- Surplus:
Balance January 1, 1948
TENDING THE PITTSURGH CONVENTION.

58.80
12.24 $

$

71.04 , By FRANCIS H. WOLMAN,
Secretary-Treasurer,
Wilkes-Barre, Scranton Chapter,
257 Green St. (Kingston P.O.)
Edwardsville, Pa.

31,631.02

Add:
Unexpended History Fund
$10,784.33
Gold Star Mothers Fund________
121. 75
Net Incom-e (Exhibit "B")
1,213.69

The following audit that was recently completed by the
Certified Public Accountant in Washington, D. C., is self12,119.75
explanatory and is a credit to the thoroughness and efficiency
which exists in the office of Secretary-Treasurer Charles O.
Balance D.ecember 31, 1948 __"
.___
43,750.77
Tingley. But the secretary can't do it all. He is helpless without the wholehearted support and cooper-ation of the entire TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SURPLUS__________
$43,821.81
Fq,.R THE CADENDAR YE~R 1948
membership. The audit reads:
EXHIBIT uB"
HENRY S. OWENS & COMPANY
THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS Henry S Owens, D. C
Members
1631 "K" St., N.W.
E. Kenneth Rouse, D. C.
American Institute
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
Washington 6, D. C.
Harvey T. Casbarian, Md.
of Accountants
May 31, 1949
The Board of Governors,
The Ninth Infantry Divi,;j(;ll A"soc,iation,
Washington, D. C.

(Subject to the comments in the text of this report)

INCOME
Dues and Subscriptions:
Renewals
New Members
Advance

Gentlemen:

~

$15,413.20
1,135.QO
97.75 $16,646.05

Pursuant to engagem.ent, we have audited the books and records
of the Ninth Infantry Division Association, National Chapter, for the Convention Registration's and Banquet
calendar year 1948. Our report, consisting of the following listeJ Interest:
Exhibits, and comments pertaining thereto, is presented herewith.
755.00
United States Government Bonds
EXHIBIT
'
Savings Deposits
"
~----------54.42
BALANCE
SHEET
"A"
Miscellaneous
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
"B"
COMMENT

:BALANCE SHEET
Cash in the Checking account was confirmed to us direct by the
depository and the statements and canceled checks received therefrom were reconciled to your records. Cash in the Savings account
was confirmed to us direct by th~ depository and compared with the
balance sheet shown by the pass book. Petty cash was verified by
examination by a repre'sentative of this office.
United States Bonds, Series "F", having a maturity value of
$30,000.00, were examined by your Auditors during the conduct of
the audit. Series "F" and Series "G" Bonds, having maturity values
of $20,000.00 and $200.00, respectively, were confirmed to us direct
by the Treasurer of the United States who holds them as custodian.
The appreciated value of the Series "F" Bonds at December 31,
1948 was $37,980.00.
The physical existence of the. Furniture and Equipment was not
verified by t)lis office; however, documentary evideltce <;over~ng· the
purchase of these items was examined and fdUnd to be in order.
Depreciation was computed to the date of the annexed Balance Sheet
and is, in our opinion, adequate.
Auto Emblems, Memorial Fund were purchased for resale for
the benefit of the Fund. Since no income was reported for this
account during the period under review, we present them as an
asset of the Fund.
'
The contract for the history "Eight Stars to Victory" was completed during the period under" review, as evidenced by a receipt for
final payment, signed by the Pr-esident of the F. J. Heer Company.
The unexpended balance in the fund account was transferred to surplus in conformity with the resolution passed at the 1947 convention.
The changes in the Surplus account during the period under
review are set forth in th~ Surplus section of Exhibit "A."
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
The income and expense' items are set forth in detail in Exhibit
"B" annexed. This Exhibit shows that your operations resulted in
a net income of $1,213.67, with $2!,124.95 gross income' against
$20,746.19 cash expense and $165.09 depreciation expense.
Income items were verified in the manner and to the extent we
deemed nece5sary. Vouchers ,and/or canceled checks covering all
expense items were examined by a representative of this office.

GROSS INCOME
EXPENSE
Salaries
_
Publication "The Octofoil"
_
Postage and Express
_
Convention:
Hotel ------------ -----------------------r------ $ 3,068.24
Orchestra and En,t.ertainment _
360.00
Badges
.
313;95
Programs
_
97.80
Reporting Minutes
_
78.75
Philadelphia Chapter
_
100.00
Miscellaneous
_
139.08
Printing
Office:
Stationery and Supplies
Equipment Repairs
Travel

The annexed statements were prepared on the cash basis in conformity MTith your method of accounting consistently followed. We
were informed that all bills are paid promptly and that, at the close
of the year, there were no unpaid liabilities other than the taxes
withheld fi-om employees as set forth in Exhibit "A".
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY S. OWENS AND COMPANY.
By KKENNETH ROUSE
.
Certified Public Accountant.

EXHIBIT "A"
THE 'NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION

Beer ¥Las done away. with by
the barrer and quite a ff!Vi -went
home hearing the birdies. (Probably many wives provided the mu95.48
sic later on.)
Secy. Tingley welcomed the
$22,124.95 Chapter
into the Association and
gave quite a few good pointers
for future undertakings. .
Capt. ":a~nk" Davis could not
$ 5,192.34
stay long so his beautiful voice
5,493.75
was not heard in group singing.
1,259.42

_
_
_

_

Telephone and Telegraph
Auditing and Accounting Services
Board of Governors
Employees' Expense Allowance
Jewelry Samples
Misce11 a ne 0 us
Social Security Taxes
Corporation Filing Fee
Total E xpen se

809.42

BIG CLAMBAKE IN AUGUST

Plans are forging ahead for a
big clambake to be held July 24.
A committeded headed by Service
Officer Chappie Lynch and Frank
Wyandt are taking care of details.
Here's a warning, Yard Birdsstart saving up $4 for July 24. A
great tim-e is promised with all
one can eat and drink. The little
woman will be left out, but you
can bring any buddie's at $4 a
,he~d.Ti~kets . \Vil~ b.e mailed to
all 'members and prospects. Send
in your retu"rns as soon as possible to do so.
.
All transportation to and from
the party will be taken care of.
You can bring ~ny paying guest
you like· (except -women).
A meeting to discuss all future
plans and to check returns will be
held on July 19, at'S o'clock-that
is on Tuesday night and our first
night session at the American Legion Home, N. River St., WilkesBarre.
.
"

4,157.82
969.97

404.48
173.08
268.49

846.05

_
_
_
_
_
_
. _
...._

226-.65
359.00
614.80
1,320.00
13.95
243.32
56.12
2.00

.

~

~

. .

_

20,746.19 NEW FACES SEEN
As few new members show up
Net Income Before Depreciation
. .. _
1,378.76 as the Chapter continues to grow.
Men from Forest City, Bethlehem,
Deduct:
Depreciation, Furniture and Equipment _
165.09 Easton and other far-away places
are showing up while local Gold
Bricks right in Wilkes Barre, sit
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR (EXHIBIT "A")
$ 1,213.67 on
their fannies. Let's go boysthe Clam Bake is a great get-toaoooooooooooooooooooooooogooooooOOOOOOOOOOooooooq gether to strengthen the newly
found friendships and to hold the
Now
old ones.

A.vAilAble

MANY GOING TO PITTSBURGH

Gold Plated Lapel Brooch, with Safety Catch- ~-_---$1.20
Gold Plated Lapel Button-screwback type
1.20
Gold Plated Tie Clip
....
2.10
*Sterling Silver Ring with Gold Filled Emblem applied 5.40
(*Be sure to give correct ring size when ordering the ring.)
Sterling Silver Key Chain with Gold Filled Emblem
a ttached
·2.70
Lady's Sterling Silv-er Charm Bracelet with Gold Filled
Emblem a ttached
3.00
Above prices include the 20 per cent .Federal Tax as well
as Postage cost.

NATIONAL SECRETARY
POSTOFFICE BOX 1704
WASHINGTON 13, D. C.

BALANCE SH EET

fUouUouUoUouUoooooooooo~oootooooooooooooooooooooi

(Subject to the comments in the text of this report)

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash in Bank:
American Security and Trust Company
Checking Account
$ 2,820.20 $
Savings Account
2,197.55 $ 5,017.75
Petty Cash Fund
United States Savings Bonds (Cost):
Series "F" Due Aug, 1, 1957 22,200.00
Series "F" Due Dec. 1, 1958 14,800.00
Series "G" Due Dec. 1, 1958
200.00

Mrs. Margie Schmidt,
106 Dilworth Street,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
I am interested in hearing details of the women's activities
of the 1949 Reunion of the Ninth Infantry Division Association
Reunion. I am the ( .
) Wife; (
) Mother; (
) Gold

25.00

Star Mother of_

37,200.00 $32,242.75

of the._

_
_

1,650.91
165.09
_

---7['"--------.._-----------

_

:
N ame

.

The Wilkes Barre - Scranton
group will be well ,represented at
Pittsburgh. Led p'y Leo Blaum,
the following men are de'finitely
going: Chappie Lynch, Bob Davis,
Joe O'Neill, Larry Poslock, Joe
Glozowski, Frank Machek aM
many more are awaiting last minute decisions.
'Any other Chapter members
planning to make the trip should
contact the above men to go in a
group and stay together for committees at the Convention.

Price

AS AT DECEMBER 31, 1948

TOTAL ASSETS

PLENTY OF BEER

Official Ninth Infantry Division Association emblems

GENERAL

Fixed Assets:
Furniture and Equipment
Less, Depreciation Reserve
Other Assets:
Auto Emblems, Memorial Fund

4,574.00

~

_

_

_ _

.

(Outfit)

_........................................................................•.._.••..

Address........•............................................................•.•.••.

_1,485.82
93.24

The
Wilke's-Barre,
Scranton
Chapter has held two great meetings which promise much action
in the very near future.
May 15 Secy. Tingley attended
our meeting and presented the
charter to President Leo Blaum.
Many dignitaries were presentand extened their best wishes ,for
success to the chapter.
Invocation was read by Chaplain
Kazmer Drobnicki. Address of
welcome was given by Frank A.
Goeckel, city councilman, who
represented the mayor. Other notables present were Capt. Edwin
Foster, U. S. Army Organize'd Reserve unit instructor; George Lacey, commander of Capt. Christian E. Stegmaier Post 50, VFW;
Dewo Pantelakos, Commander of·
Wyoming Valley Chapter 9, DAV;
Arthur C. Kuchinkas; adjutant of
Chapter 9, DA V.

I do
Pittsburgh, Pa.

:do not

expect to attend the Reunion in

Okay, boys, July 19, at 8 P. M.,
at the Legion Home. Let's make
this Clam Bake a humdinger and
double our membership.
-Pittsburgh in '49-

Lavender Finishes
Collegiate Work
Don Lavender has had a new
address since June 10. It ts care
of Y.M.C.A., Burlington, Iowa.
He graduated from Williams College in Chicago, June 5, and immediately accepted the job as
Boys' Work Secretary at the Burlington Y.M.C.A.
Don is a married man now,
and t~ couple have a daughter
nine months old.
Don was with I Co., 39th, and
asks that any of the boys who
were with the outfit from Huertgen Forest to the end to write him
a card or letter. He has established contact with a few of the
lads and he says they are pretty
faithful correspondents.
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CONNECTICUT CHAPTER CHANGES
Leaves Sidewalks .
MEETING DATES SO BOYS CAN
Of New York City
START FOR CONVENTION CITY It takes all kinds of people to
By AARON ALPERT
pointing a committee for the first
The Hartford Armory ,vas the annual picnic to be held Sunday,
scene of an overwhelming turn- July 31, 1949, in Bethany, Conn.,
out for the May meeting of the at Adam_Mugni's place in the
Connecticut Chapter. It was ex- country. Plans call for members
tremely pleasing and nostalgic to and their families to brin~ the,ir
greet former buddies who were own lunch and the Chapter WIll
unable to attend past meetings. furnish all the beer and soda that
'Vhen the business meeting was can be consumed. The committee
completed, beer and sandwiches, is busy arranging the entertainplus interesting com batlilms ob- ment calling for baseball, horsetained by General Hoyle, topped shoes, music, archery, prizes and
off the get-together.
other means for making the picThe next meeting of the Con- nic a success.
necticut Chapter, the pre-NationAndy Stonick, formei· lieutenant
al Convention meeting, has been with the 60th Inf., had many waradvanced two weeks, to June 16, I time incidents to recall when he.
1949, at the Hartford Armory. I met his former mortar section
The meeting was advanced so ·that buddy, Sgt. Frederic-kson, at the
plans can be made for all the meeting'. Andy and Frederickson
lucky men who are going to the talked over their humorous escaConvention in Pittsburgh, to go pades and of course the close
in a body. President Lockwood, calls they both experienced. Andy
who has his own travel agency, learned that Frederickson became
will have available all train, bus company First Sergeant \vhen the
and plane schedules. Delegates Lieutenant left for home after
for committees for the convention V..J Day.
will be picked and an~ further· THUMBNAIL SKETCHES
convention
news
I'ec~lved by
The following is a thumbnail
President Lockwood Will be re- sketch of variou') members of the
layed to the men.
Conne'ctieut Chapter that 'were at
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
. the meeting:
The first item under old bUSJ.
_ h
d th
s th election of offic€rs
Herbert TemkIn, 4 It, a;n
e
~~:s t~: fis:al year. Boardman Chapter's. treasurer, ""ho IS conLockwood was elected president; nected WIth the. Kafka Co" one
Aaroi-I L. Alpert, vice.:president; of the largest. cIgar man ufacturHoward Reisfelder secretary, and ers in ConnectIcut.
Herbert Temkin 'was re-elected
F~d Sullivan, Hq. Co., who martreasurer. A i"ising vote of thanks ried one of Winchc:,ter, England's
was given outgoing presidEmt, Sid- prettiest, is now manager of an
ney Heiberger for his Herculean A&P. Super Market.
effort in organizing and forming
"Fitz" Fitzg'erald, 15.th Engr.,
the present smooth functioning is now with an outstandmg adverConnecticut Chapter. Sidney is tising age~cy.
... .h
now kept extremely busy on his
Stan Trlcket, 47th, IS With t e
job as S,enior Examiner f,or the' MarYO~ive: Candy Co., a~ . the
State of Connecticut in the Sales company s fmest can~y maker.
and Use Tax Division, and also as
Eugene Jess, Q.M., IS a b~y.er of
senior member of the"accounting wares for -the OutletiMllhnery
firm of Alpei't, 'Heiberger and Mi- Shops.
C
1
Don't forget to drop your on~~ HOLD PICNIC
necticut buddy a line. He'll be
Other business consisted of ap- glad to answer you.

LARGER QUARTERS SECURED
BY NEW YORKERS FOR DANCE
By STAN COHEN,
192 Danforth Avenue,
Jersey City, N. J.
Many, many outsiders last year
l'equested tickets for the New
York Chapter Dance.
So this
year, we have secured much larger
suace and facilities to accommo<late up to 600 people; To make
it easier for the committee and
the memb€rship at large, the
Dance Committee has requested
all those who wish to sit togethCl:
in one group to make their reservations as early as possible.
All one has to do is 'to write a
card or send..,a leitel' to Box 168,
Grand Central P.O., New York,
N. Y., and they will receive their
reservations in advance. This is
~..,.. the inf9rmation that was requested by many outsi<lers.
Well,
what,who, wheli and where! Hel·e
it is in a nut shell:
The New York Chapter will
hold their annual Fall Dance at
the Manhattan Towers on 76th
St. and Broadway, in New York
City,---.on November 12, 1949. The
danc€will feature numerous surprises, -companionship and good
times. 'Ve haye made sure that
the refreshments are priced within the pocket of those attending.
Tables will be placed on the upper balcony and on the danc~
floor. The drinks will be servea
by hotel waiters, in an atmosphere
()f "de luxe fashion" that has always been attached to the New
York. Chapter functions. That is
lVhat ,ve have planned for the
dance. . . • Again we pass the information out to those who want
to sit together, make sure to write
in advance to Box 168, Grand
Central P.O., New York, N. Y.
Incidentally, if any of our readers can assist us in selling some
advertising for the joul'11al, or can
buy some space, please do not feel

ashamed and let us know. E'vel'Y
little bit helps.
AI..L ABOARD FORP'BURGH
The Convention group has been
assembled ••• the cars lined up
· • • the raill'oad tickets bought
· •• the hotel re~el'\;ations made
· •• and the gay times outlined.
-Pittsburgh in '49-

DOTTY MONTERA
SAYS VI N MAKES
AN IDEAL PAPA
Dorothy Montera is the peitte
wife of Vincent Montera, 18 Forest Ave., Baldw}n, L. 1., N. Y.
Vin was a former T-5 with 60th
M~dics.

make up this world, so they say.
And it must be tru€, at least that
is what former buddies of Joseph
Kammerman, former Pfc., C Co.,
60th, will think, when they hear
that Joe was willing to give up the
S-id€walks of New York and established a residence at 2807 %
Bould€r St., Los Angeles 33, Cal.
-PITTSBURGH IN ·49-

'Vomen who are the easiest to
win are always the most difficult
to 10se.~Sydney Tremayne.

Reading, from left to right:
Vincent, Jr., Vincent, Sr. (former 60th Medics man), and
James Monter_, Long Island.

YORKERS ARE HEADED FOR PITTS..
BURGH BY ROAD, CAR AND PLANE;
LOOKS LIKE A GREAT TIME AHEAD

INTERESTING NOTES FROM OTHER CHAPTERS INDICATES
MEMBERSHIP'S ENTHUSIASM CONCERNING PITT5BURGH CONVENTION IS AT A FEVER PITCH.
Spring fever has stricken a few of The Octofoil's ace
correspondents during recent weeks. The· following story,
written by The Octofoil's old standby, Stan Cohen, was received about 10 days after the last issue had gone to press.
However, it is still good news and will be read and enjoyed
by the members, as are all of Stan's write-ups, even if it is
about a month late being printed:

NEW ENGLAND GROUP DECLARE WORK
STOPPAGE DURING JUNE, JULY, AUGUST
By VICTOR A. CAMPISI,'
Director of Publicity, New England Chapter, P. O. Box 892,
Boston. Mass.
A free beer party, complete
with l)retzels and sandwiches and
marked by an all-time' high record attendance highlighted the
last monthly meeting' of the Ne,,,
Eng-land Chapter, Ninth Infantry
Division
A"s0e:iation,
held on
Monday, 23 J\fav, at the Ancient
Landmark Building, Boylston Pl.,
Boston. Mass.
51 GARBER LUCKY JOE
An added attraction for the
evening's gala festivities was the
pre~e11tation of a pair of Annie
Oakleys for a 'local big league ball
goame as a <1001' prize. Kissed by
Lady Luck, Si Garber won the
ducats and the last seen of him,
he was heading' for Fenway Park,
home of the Boston Red Sox.
NEW POLICY
This on-the-house elbow-bending is the result of a new Chapter financial .and social policytake the padlock off the treasury
and make the meeting'S short, attracth!e and fluid for the membership. Invited to these shindigs ate
all members. paRt. present and future. And <1on"t forget, fellas, it's
allfl'ee!
SUSPEND Ar:TIVITIES
The New England Chapter will
suspend aetivities for the summer
months of .Tune. July and August,
it was (Iecided by the' membership
at the meeting priOl> to the beer
party, after it was pointed out that
many members and most of the
key members are unavailahle for
Chapter activities during the torrid ~ummel' months. So keen thi:r
in mind. fellas. and DON'T by
force of h:'l hit. drop into the Fir::=+
Corps Cadet Ar!11ory on the lasj
'Mnnday of the month.
The fan :~eason will be m'hel'ed
in with another nrogTam of fUll
and frolic. Details will be nnblished at a I:Jtt>r date in both The
O~tofojl an{I tlle Chanter newsna1
ner. "Sound Off." Septem )cr 26
ha<; r-een set as the tenbtive date
but this is subject to change.
F' r.,CTION RESULTS
The 1049 Annual State Com'enti/)n of the New England Chapter,
held last A nril. is now ancient
history, hut for ihe benefit of you
feJhiws who ~diH haven't he:'lnl, 'VC'
will repeat the results of the

Dorothy writes: I haye noticed
in most every issue of The Octofoil pictures of former Ninth men
with their cllildren, so not wanting my husband to be an exception I am s-ending a picture of elections:
Vincent, Jr., Vincent, Sr., and
Jim Hennelly wa~ elect.... rl withJames Montera.
out opposition to the office of
president.
Martv Connelly '\\'a~
elected to the office of vice-nresident, also without opposition.
Ul}On the sugog-estion of the writer.
who was secretary last year, the
offices of "ecretarv and treasurer
were combined. Ronnie Murphy
won this post, also without opposidon.
One apnointive position
was Ya('ated by Martv Connellv as
he took over the office of vicepresident. So President Hennelly
nromptly named Vic Campisi to
take over again as director of

iI. Proud PopPU

to TOWNI'

voiced Irish tenor, complete with
lilting Irish broque. "SUITe but
the ladd shud be singin' forr a
livin' and whut a grand livin' he
cud make ,vith that glorrious Irish
voice." And that ain't blarney,
either!
.
PRESIDENT CLARKE PAYS
A SURPRISE VISIT
Another pleasant surprise was
President Don Clarke of the Ninth
Infantry
Division
Association,
'Washington, D. C. Most of us
had expected an old, gray haired,
stern looking gentleman with the
demeanor of a Supreme Court
Justice. Instead, Don turne'd out
to be a \'ery engaging, personable
young fellow, full of good humor,
good ideas, and common sense. It
is refreshing to know that a man
of such caliber is the national
leader of our association.
TSIKINAS PUTS ON ACT
If George'Tsikinas keeps it up,
he is going to crowd the old maestro, Ted Lewis, out of the spotlight. George brought the house
down with his impromptu vocalizing, dance steps and Cane twirling. In addition to having a wonderful time for himself, George
spread plenty of merriment with
his antics. Incidentally, George
came all the way from Cape Coc.l ,
Hyannis, to be exact, 90 miles
~ach way, to attend the Convention. 'Vhere were you?
McKENZIE "SUCCUMBS"
Joe McKenzie, Director of Veterans' Affairs in Waltham, and
running mate with Sid Levison as
the Chanterl llftlst eligible bachelor, has announced that at long
last he if'; going to take that fatal
step.
No date has been announced. The Chapter wishes Joe
and the future Mrs. MeKe11zie
eyery
possible
happiness
ano
good luck.
LIKES THE METAL EMBLEMS
Hats off to the originator of the
metal Octofoil automobile insignia. This dsitinctive, well-design,
ed, rustproof Octofoil is a work
of art and should help to both
.
d t
publicize the AssociatIon an
0
bring bat"k old members into the
fold. If you still haven't received
one write to Secretary-Treasurer
Chdrles O. Tingley, the Ninth Infantry Division Association, P. O.
Box 1104, 'Vashington 13, D. C.,
and he will be glad to oblige your
request.
.
New England Chapter closes
this report with one remindel"Rernember, we are closing shop
for the summer months of June,
July and August. There will be
no meeting until some time in
September. You will be notified
well in advance of the next meeting date. However, our postoffice
box (N. E. Chapter, 9th Inf. Div.
Assn., P. O. Box 892, Boston,
Mass.) will remain open and an
correspondence will receive' immcdiate attention. So until we meet
again, Auf \Viedersehen.
-PITTSBURGH IN ·49-

By STAN COHEN,
192 Danforth Ave.,
Jersey· City, N. J.

A fine Convention Committee
has been appointed to represent
a nne group. • • Among those
chosen are the fololwing: Dick
O'Connor, Cal Polivy, Al Bruchac,
Mike Gatto, Fred Golub, Sol
Brodsky, Vince Gugliamo, Doc
SteTnlich, Jim Bruno, and Stan
Cohen.
SEE SMILES FROM AFAR
You could see the smiles on
their faces a mile off. • • • You
guessed it, proud and happy fathers • • • Dick O'Connor had an
addition, to be called Phillip,
He weighed in at 7 pounds 4 ozs.
• • • His wife, Grace, gave birth
to the little fellow at St. Michaels in New Jersey. • • • AND
Brother Al Bruchac is the proud
POP of a baby girl-Patricia;
bOl·n May 4, 1949, at the Mary
Immaculate Hospital in Jamaica.
His wife, Mary, is doing fine, but
Al insists the girl looks like the
old man.
Seems as though I overlooked
one guy in the last bulletin and
I promised to announce for the
records that Jim Bruno's wife,
Margery, on January 29, 1949,
gave birth to little Linda Rose.
MARTY GILL WRITES
Checking up on my past eorrespondence I noticed that a grave
error was committed. • • • Here
in short is a letter received from
Marty Gill of 2401 Pennington
Rd., Trenton, N. J., to wit, Marty
says:
",Tust wanted you and the boys
of the Nc,v York Chapter to know
I'm still interested in retaining
my membership in that groupeven though I haven't gotten over
for. a meeting in nearly a year.
I'm on e of the Gold Briel,s Secretary. Tingley has been writing
about of late; but a check for
$3.50 is enclosed, so I will be
looking for my pfc. chevrons any
day no"".
"The Division History was a
credit to all those who had part
in mahing it a reailty.
"Intended to get to the last convention in PhiUy, but the stork
,vas due to arrive at our house and
failed to show. 'Was due on or
about July 20th, arrived July 30th.
Me the new Poppa, visited my
wif~ that afternoon and evening
at the hospital and made certain
my lovely new daughter was properly put to bed. Then in the
company of Bob Doolittle (also
of the Finance Section) enjoyed
a quick visit to the Philly Convention. • • • My regards to all the
lads . • •" (Signed) Marty Gill.
A quick report of the New
York Chapter meeting showed almost $17.00 was collected in our
annual kitty drive..••• The dance
tickets were distributed and the
plans were activated for the calvac8.de to Pittsburgh. • . . We are
going to be there . . • and we are
going to be there strong. . . . A
lot .of emoke will be added to
Smokey Pittsburgh.

-PITTSBURGH IN '49PAGING FORMER
D CO ., 60th MEN Kenny Jenks Has
Alexander Smith has a new adBrand-New Address

publicity.
r"cGRATH, A REAL TENOR
Several surprise,;:: popped up at
the convention held at the Brad- dress. It is 140 West Liberty St.,
ford Roof in the exclusive Hote] Asheboro, N. C. Alex served with
Bradford, Boston. One of the D Co., 60th, and makes a special
1
appeal for some ..of th€ ?oys !rolll
most pleasant was the self-reve_a- the old company to· WrIte hIllI a
tion of Eddie McGrath's talent. few iin€s.
He really showed himself to be a
He says that now more-- than
paterfamiIia of cascading caden- ever· he is anxious. to hear from
zas as he captivated theappreei- the~ since it will be impossible
ative audience with his golden- for him to get to Plttsburgh.

Kenneth S. Jenks, "CWO Hq.,
34th F.A. ,man, has asked The Octofoil to publish· :his new addr~ss
for th-e benefit of former buddIes
who might care to look him up
personally or to drop ~im a few
lines. The new address IS Apt. 24A, 84-50 Fleet Court, Rego Park,
L. 1., New YO'rk.

•
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GEORGE A. SIMON ACTING
S'ECRET ARY BUFFALO GROUP
By GEORGE A. SIMON

VFW at Grant and Ferry Sts.

977 Northland Ave.,
Buffalo 15, N. Y.
Following is a report of the
May meeting of the Greater Buffalo Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division Association:
At the May meeting we suffered
the loss of Ed Sche1'er as secretary. Due to the pressure of his
duties in the New York National
Guard, Ed offered his re'signation.
A salute is' due Ed for his work
since the founding of the Buffalo
Chapter.
George
Simon, 977
Northlan~ Ave., B?ffalo 15, N. Y.,
was appomted actmg secretary.
HOLD D I N N E R .
Our first anilual dInner w~s
held at Becker's Restaurant, BaIley & Williams Streets. There was
a fine turnout. Everyolle had' a
swell time. Next year's dinner i8
an occasion all will await. Due
to the camera's snafu, no pictures
are available for The Octofoil.
MEET AT VFW HALL
The May meeting was held at
the John' Maxwell Post of the

The June meeting 'will be held
there too. Final plans for the annual stag to be held either July
16 or 23, will 'be di~cu!'sed.
Committee members for the
Pittsburgh Convel1tion we~e appointed as follows:
Ray CQniglio,
Miscellaneous;
Everett Spink, Policy and Chaptel'; Hank Golabiecke, Membership; Arnold Roundo, Finance;
Edward
Doherty,
Nominating;
George Simon, Convention; Stanley Adowski, New!'papers.
Our Chapter will have a fine
turnout for Pittsburgh and we
hope to see a lot of our buddieR
from all other chapters.
DONATE HISTORY
The C~~a,~ter. vote~ to d0.t~ate ,~
copy of Eight Sta! s t? VIctor)
to the Buffalo Publ1c LIbrary.
The writer appeal:; to the membership for co-operation in compiling this monthly report for The
Octofoil. Send news notes to the
address given.

WILTON TAYLOR DESERTS ALL
OF HIS BACHELORHOOD PALS
Wilton l\f. Taylor, Box 446,:
Taft, Calif., a fo"1'mel' Co. M, 47th
man, on April 2, exchanged mar}'iage vows with Juanita Rector,
of McKittrick, Calif., in the Little
Chapel of the Chimes of the First
Baptist Church at Bakersfield,
Calif., by Rev. Dr. B. C. Barrett.
The new Mrs. Taylor is teaching fifth and sixth grade classes
in Beh'i<lge School, near McKittrick. Taylor is :;till employed by
the General Petroleum Corp., neal'
"McKittrick. Wilton and Juanita
met at a dancing academy where
both were studying native and
folk dancing technique.
Seyeral
newspaper
clippings
from The Bakersfield Californian,
have reached The Octo foil, indicating the newlywe<.ls have been
the recipients of round after

* -

.
round of parhef', thrown by admiring friend!', since their marriage. One spectacular party was
.
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Johnson, of the J. D. Mal't'n Te a 0'1 C
I
I
x s
I
o. ~ease.
Still another party at which
time guests hrought the couple
many useful gifts, was held at the
General Petroleum Clubhouse at

Notice
I

'"

Secon'Cl class mail sometimes
really gets fouled up. I t was the
wishes of all Association officers
that no chances be taken that
might cause this issue of The OctofoH to be undelivered when the
Fourth Annual Convention convenes in Pittsburgh. For that reason this issue went oil the presses
one day earlier than usual-deadline for copy was moved up one
day. Columns were held open until the mail delivery at noon on
Tuesday, June 14, and then the
wicket went down.
Any correspondence received
after the date mentioned above,
will be given the proper recognition in the July issue.
-Pittsburgh in '49-

Cleveland-Akron
Area All Set For
For Real Outing
Just as the big presses began to
grind off copies of this issue of
The Octofoil, the alert president
of the Cleveland-Akron Chapter,
Kenneth Meyer, 468 Pearl St.,
Akron, 0., contacted The Octofoil
via long distance and bellowed
out "Hold thoRe presses until a notice is set into type and inserted
~omewhere
annouueing the BigTime Picnic plans that have been

~~~~." by

the

Cleveland-Akron

On July 1 0 forme·r Ninth men
from far near and especially
l those leaving .in the ClevelandAkron area wll1 gat~er at T~l1
Lake Park for an outmg that WIll
I be the "daddy" of them all. The
park is located 11 miles south of
Shaker Square, on Rt. 8, and 15
miles north of Akron on Rt. 8.
Games and amw,ements of all
descriptions have been arranged
for the kiddies.
An excellent
swimming pool is available. And
just think, admission to the park
Belridge.
is only 20 cents, with kid dies unThe Octofoil, as well as all of del' 10 years old, admitted free.
Taylor's old 47th buddies wish
Pack that basket and get on out
both Wilton and Juanita all the to the park and root for the old
home team when the Clevelandhappiness and good luck that it is Akron Chapter's executive officer;-~
possible for two individuals to en- pit their skill as baseball players
joy.
against a team to be chosen later.

I

May They Not Have Died

In

Vai,.
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IMPRESSIVE MEMORIAL SERVICES
HELD BY MEMBERS IN CHICAGO
Pictured below in this issue
are three outstanding pictures
made at the graveside of Pfc.
Raymond Glozick, Co. I, 39th, on
Memorial Day, when members of
the Ilinois Chapter of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association participated in most impressive services at the cemetery. The pictures
were made and sent to The Octofoil by Ted Matusik, a member of
the Illinois Chapter.
Following arc' a few highlights
of the services t11at are pictured:
Graveside Memorial Services
for Pfc. Raymond Glozik, Co. I,
,39th Inf., wt're held on Memorial
Day, May 30, at St. Casimer's
Cemetery by members of the Illinois Chapt€r.
Despite the hurried plans and
impromptu alTanged servic€s, the
traditional !.lth: Infantry Division
finese of execution prevailed.
EULOGY BY FRA.NK OZART
The services opened with a
short eulogy of Pfc. Glozick by
Illinois Chapter's vice pr€sident,
Frank Ozart. The placing of a
9th Division grave marker was by
Emil Thruua, who was Ray Glozick's sergeant during combat.
IMPRESSIVE FIRING SQUAD
A Firing Squad, led by Alex
Wilcox, Joe Lade, James Schilling and Stanl('y Solak, fired a salute of three volleys.
The ceremonies, attended by the
the family of the deceased was
also viewed by approximately 100
spectators who gathered around
the grave.
Other former members of the
Ninth Division attending the services were Edward Machowski, Ed
Krob and Edward Siwy and Theodore Matusik, the photographer.
FAMILY GRATEFUL
The family of Raymond Glozick
expressed their thanks of appreciation to the assembled m€mbel's.
Motion pktures of the ceremony wer€ taken and attempts
are being made to obtain them
for vi€wing the ceremony.
M1'S. Hel€n Glozick, mother of
Raymond, asked that her thanks
be expl'essed to the Association
for the thQug'htful gift of "Eight
Stars to Victory," and also ex-

pressed a desire to be a regular
reader of The Octofoil.
INFORMATION WANTED
Information is sought concerning th€ death of Pfc. Raymond
Glozick, Co. I, 39th. Anyone who
can give any details whatsoever,
will they please contact Mrs.
Hele-n Gloz.ick, 4241 S. Maplewood, Chicago 32, Ill.
NOTES AT RANDOM •••
Alex Wilcox, who arranged the
senic€s for Raymond Glozick,
started to organize the group on
May 29 (Sunday), and did a remarkabl€ job to get such a turnout on so short a notice.
However, next time Alex arranges ceremoni€s a Seeing Eye
Dog will be provided for him. He
led the Chicago boys all over the
C€l'€mony before Raymond's grave
was located.
"SHIRTS" COMING UP
'Tis rumored that "Shirts" Matusik's conglomeration of shirts is
to be augmented by several more
quiet (???) shirts. Oh, y€ah!! for
the Pittsburgh Convention. That
is jf his mother's health will allow "Shirts" leaving Chicago.
ORDERS EQUIPMENT
Bob Turner, the former ~apt.
Turn€r, cameraman deluxe of Los
Angeles, has be€n requested to
submit a bid to "Shirts" Matusik
for a considerable amount ()f
darkroom equipment that will just
about put Matusik out front as a
cameraman in the Windy City on
a profes~ional basis.
-Pittsburah In '49-

It Is ,a Boy At
the

DUtlliS' HOllie

On May 21, 1949, a baby boy,
l!.amed Thomas Louis Dunn, was
born to Isabelle and Tommy Dunn.
The little man weighed 7 poun<1s
and 8 ounces on a·rrival.
Tom Dunn and Isabelle live at
7408 S. Crenshaw, Los Angeles,
Calif. Tommy joined the Association overseas when it was first
organize'd.
-Pittsburgh in '49-

PAY '49 DUES AT P'BURGH.

Newlywed

A view of former Ninth men in Illinois discharging their solemn duty Memorial Day, 1949. Front row: Alex Wilcox, Joe Lade, \
Stanley Solak, James Schilling, Ed Machowski. Second row: Frank
Ozart, Ed Krob, Emil Thoma and Ed Siwy.

THE NEW
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MAKE A CHECK MARK - - - AND SEND IT IN NOW
ADDRESS THIS BLANK TO HOTELL WILLIAM PENN,
PLEASE RESERVE RESERVATIONS AS I HAVE THEM CHECKEDName
(PLgASE PRINT)

A ddr€ss

.... Ci ty ..

~

State

_

Date arriving
a. m.
,p.m.
Unless requested otherwise. 'A e
Date departing
._.___
a.m.
p.m.
:'i~~ ;~~~ t1~U~a;e~~r;~;i~~r~i~,~:
ROOM AND .BATH
------- ----·--·4~5'o-L~j--5-.000
5. 75 0
6. 25 0
7.500
SINGLE-PER DAY
4.75 [J 5.25 D 6.000 7.000
DOUBLE BEDROOM-i3-AT!! 6.75 0
7. 25 0
7. 75 0
8.250 8.-=7-=5-'0="--1-=0-.0=-0-=-0TWO PERSONS-PER DAY 7.00 0
7.50 [J 8.000 8. 50 0
9.00 D
TWIN BEDROOM-BATH
TWO PERSONS-PER DAY

7 ~ .. 0
. I;)

8.250

!)

000 11 000 1'} 00 0

..~.

SUITES
15.00 0 18;00 0 22.00 0
PARLOR-BEDROOM-BATH 16 . OO 0 20.000 27.000
17.000
Third person in room
$2.50 additional

1 9 00:-1
v.

LJ

Large suites, two bedrooms
subject to confirmation.

Reseryations al5signed at lwxt available
rate whl'n indicated rate-not obtainable.

Illinois members 0'£ the Ninth Infantry Division Association
were very impressive when they participated in Memorial Services
held this year in a Chicago cemetery. Note the Octofoil adorning
one of the wreaths. Pictured above are Ed Siwy, Alex Wilcox,
Stanley Solak, James Schilling, Emil Thoma, Joe Lade, Frank
Ozart, Augustina Procius, Produs, Jr. Bernice Procius, Bridget Babuli.; Helen, Grandma, Lorraine, Hclen, and Peter Glozick, the
immediate family. ,.
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They
Help
Our
Memorial
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----------------------------------------)f.
DAVE HALLERAN GETS AROUND
TO JOINING THE ASSOCIATION

Dayid G. S. l:Ialleran, 17 Fox
Lane, Island Trees, Hicksville,
N. Y., former T-5 E Co. and Cannon Co., 39th, writes Secretary
Tingley, in part, as follows:
Dear Mr. Tingley: Way back in
1945 when the Ninth started redepolying their troops to the-states
they started up the Ninth Division
Association. I wanted to join
then, but for some reason I did
not. I can't remember why, but
I just didn't.
It wasn't long after that when
I was discharged and I began to
miss hearing about my buddies.
Time flys and now I am four
years late.
I moved into this community
about a year ago and while here
met a member of the organization. He has "sparked" interest
in the Ninth and has given me one
of your papers. If any credit is
due him, his name is Kilkenny, of
the same town.
When I wanted to join, the wife
(acquired a year ago), said wait.
I started saving odd change and
accumulated $10 that I am using
for initiation fee and my copy of
the history.
The history will be a favorite to
me, as well as cherished in my
heart and I do mean heart, because it is about us "guys" who

MEMBERS" OF THE ASSOCIATION AND
ANNUAL OHIO
NON-MEMBER READERS OF THE OC.
SHINDIG SET
TOFOll' SUPPORT MEMORIAL FUND

Ju~ 17, 1949, will be a big day
for former Ninth men living in
or 1?-ear Columbus, Ohio.
Out on the ranch of Dick Pestel's mother chicken in the basket
will be consumed in large quantities by forme,r Ninth men. Beer
flow as free as does the River
Shannon.
Sweethearts,
wives,
mothers and the kiddies are all
welcome.
All kinds of entertainment will
be provided as 'only Pestel and his
sisters know how to arrange it.
Those who' attended the outing
two years ago at the same loca.tioneat so· much chick.en they are
still crowing and be'er is running
out of some ears yet. They can
talk about Southern homecooked
fried chicken all they want tobut there's no Southern fried
chicken ever. cooked to the perfection Pestel's mom cooks the
birds.
'
The farm is located at 1422
Dyer Rd., Grove City, Ohioless than 10 miles from the main
part of downtown Columbus.
Tickets are only $1.25 - and
any former Ninth man and their
friends are cordially invited, irrespective of where they may live.
Local members should stop at 24
E. Gay St., Ohio Federal Savings
& Loan Co., Columbus, 0., and obtain tickets from Glenn O. Moore,
so the committee will begin to
have an idea how many to provide
for. Out-of-towners should write
Moore at the address given above
Heinze Plant but was disappointand secure their tickets.
ed-but we wiil see that you find
--PITTSBURGH IN '49the right cars and will go with
you to see that you arrive safely
and get back. This will cost one
thin dime each way.
James M. Bankston, former
WEAR ANYTHING
T-5 47th man, g€ts his mail at
, About clothes-wear what you Bo~ 118, Sta. B, Gulfport, Miss.
wish-:...-..cool· things will be best. That is, h.e gets all ..his mail th~re
The dance Friday night calls for but The Octofoil. He wrote Secrejust what you wish to wear-there tary Tingley: "This is not just a
will be formal and informal gowns l.etter of complaint, but I failed
wQrn, and you will feel at home to get my May issue of The Octoeither way.
foil. It's getting to be a habit. 1.
The Pittsburgh Auxiliary girls get about ev.ery other one, and I
may ,be identified by a small black don't like to miss a single copy.
and gold ribbon worn above the I believe I was among the first to
badge~ Consult any of them if you pay my 1949 dues, and will apneed help. That is what they are preciate rec.eiving this issue."
there for and what they want you
Secy. Tingley checked his plates
to do. Don't forget the meeting and found Bankston's address
Saturday afternoon. Consult your on the plates the sam.e as given
schedule of events for time and in the letter. So it must be Uncle
place.
Sammy's error. N.evertheless the
The above letter was signed secretary has mailed the back isjointly by Peg Gray, reporter, and sues and hopes Bankston's paper
Margie Schmidt, Pittsburgh Aux- doesn't g€t "hexed" next month.
iliary, claiming to be signing off A MARRIED MAN
The fortner 47th lad is with
The Octofoil network until the
next time the Convention comes Civil Service at the Veterans' Administration Hospital, Gulfport,
to Pittsburgh.
That's a lot of malarkey. After Miss., way down in the Deep
all these boys and' gals go over to South. He has been married ever
Pittsburgh and meet membets of since reooiving a discharge from
the Pittsburgh Chapter and Aux- the Army and has a 2lh-year-old
iliary they will be more anxious daughter.
Bankston makes an appeal for
than ever to read a column from
Pittsburgh every month in The his former buddies to write.
-PITTSBURGH IN '49Ociofoil in order to keep up with
"Strong willed" (what I am);
the shenanigans of thei,r newly
Hpig headed" (what you are).
made Pittsburgh friends.

fought side boY side, bitched, swore
and laughed and who were lucky
enough to come back to read it.
I guess I wouldn't be called an
old timer" in the Ninth· but I was
with them long enough to know
what hell war is.
SHOW HER THE HISTORY
AND CONVINCE THE LADY
My wife laughs at me when I
tell her about my experience's in
the N'inth and says it was only a
small bit I was in; maybe so, and
maybe I wasn't an "old timer,"
but what God and I experienced
I can never forget. Anyone who
was with an Infantry line company knows how long they lasted
and how often new faces showed
up to fiU the vacant ranks and
how often they left, some n.ever
to be heard from.
I am proud to be making application for membership'in the Association, even at this late date.
I do sin'cerely hope the organization will last and not "peter" out
as some have in the past. '
It is too bad I had to miss all
those Octofoils, but I want to
catch up now.
(Signed) : Halleran, David Golder Stringham, Technician Fifth
Grade, ASN 42042065, Co. E and
late Cannon Go., 39th Inf. R.egt.,
AAA-O.

will

_--:.---------------

LAST CALL FROM THE
PITTSBURGH ARTILLERY
Peggy (Mrs. Tom) Gray makes
her final appeal in this issue of
The Octofoil for all the members
to bring their wives, sweethearts,
sisters and mothers to this Convention. In a recent letter to The
Octofoil Peggy asks the following
information be pasesd on to the
members of the Association and
to the women folks:
Dear Wives and Mothers 'Of tae'
Ninth Men:
We appreciate.the response from
the women \V.ho "have ,filled in' the
coupons and sent them in. We
hope to rece'tve;~ny more in the
few days remaining before the
Convention. Those being received
after this issue· of The Octofoil
will arrive t~i)"'lateforris to answer personally} but they are a
big help in cdmiHeting plans.
TEA AND FASHION SHOW
One event on t;he agenda particularly calls f()r reservations-the
tea and fasMOltshow at the Joseph
Horne Co. We must make an estimate of the' number expected.
Any of the girls -who have made
tea sandwiches re'alize that not
too many can be whipped up at
the last minute, so that Horne's
will not be able to take care of
too many over the number we
give them. We do not want anyone to be disappointed. Ple'ase let
us know if you plan to be with
us. Don't forget you are our
guests at both the tea and trip to
the Heinze plant. Every lady who
registers will be given her ticket
to Horne's. (No ticket is ne:cessary for the Heinze trip and the
luncheon), and if we know approxifnately how many will be
with us we can be sure that no
one will be left out. Pittsburgh
girls can call Fran Millstine at
Carrick 7892-R, or send in the
coupon.
GOLD STAR VISITORS
Remember too that any. Gold
Star Mothers or Wives are our
guests, and will not be charged
the registration fee, \Ve would
especially like to hear from them,
as a special memento of the Pittsburgh Convention will be made
for them. So far only one Gold
Star Mother has indicated that she
will be there - Mrs. Howard E.
Gearhart, Sr.
SUMMARIZING
Just to summarize: A registration fee 'of $1 will be charged.
This will entitle the visiting ladies to attend the Heinze plant
tour-and that is really worthwhile; also the tea and fashion
show; to the use of the Ladies'
Parlor on the 17th floor, where
you can gather to talk, play cards,
or read, or just rest; to have access to the central file where you
can check up on those present;
to advice and help from the hostesses and registration clerks.
Jackie Hilton worked hard to
provide transpol"tation to the

Mississippi Lad's
. exe d"
Paper "H

PAYING RESPECT TO K.I.A. BUDDIES

PITTSBURGH CONVENTION WILL DECIDE DEFINITELY
WHAT KIND OF MEMORIAL MOST PRACTICAL TO
SHOW RESPECT FOR BUDDIES WHO DIDN'T RETURN.

Printed below are excerpts from just a few of the members and admirers of the Ninth Infantry Division Association who have contributed their bit to assure a working basis
for a, fitting Memorial to those buddies who gave. their all.
lVlembers attending the Pittsburgh Convention June 30July 1-2, will be asked to record their sentifi.ents as to what
is the most appropriate manner to establish a lasting memorial to those buddies who are sleeping the s'leep of peace.
Dear Charlie: Just a note to
say that it's a pelasure and a
privilege to contribute to such a
worthy cause as the Memorial
Fund.
,_
And say, that automobile Octofoil insignia is certainly a beauty!
Give it more publicity and every
Ninth Division car owner will
want one.-Vic Campisi, 98 Falmouth, West Newton, Mass.
A. T. co., 60TH JOE WRITES I
Gentlemen: Received your letter with the enclosed emblem,
which is a means of raising funds
to help finance a Memorial to the
Ninth men who did not return. I
am enclosing my contribution.
I should have written before to
tell how I enjoyed "8 Stars to
Victory." It sure is a beautiful
book. I only wish it was twice as
thick.
Tell the boys from A. T. Co.
60th Inf., that I am married and
have an awfully sweet baby' girl,
10 months old. I would like fo,r
some of the old gang to write to
me.-John C. ("Swede") Forshey,
218 Prairie, Libertyville, Ill.

Dear Mr. Tingley: Enclosed
please find IDly contribution for
the Ninth Division' insignia. Since
I do not have an automobile I am
putting it on the back fender of
my bicyc1e.-Ed Rukert, 4121
Blanchon, Congress Park, Ill., former corporal A Co., 15th Engrs.
CONTRIBUTION IN HONOR
OF TWO BUDDIES
Dear Charlie: Thanks for the
license plate embl.em. Be, sur.e
I shall display it with real pride.
Please accept the enclosed check
as my contribution, and if I may,
I'd like to give it in memory of
two fine friends who gave their all:
Major Cail Brown and Staff
Sgt. Reuben Gore, both. members
of the 60th Inf. Regt.
If good fortune favors me I
shall contribute more at future
dates in memory of other good
friends who gave their lives that
we might live to belong to this
Association. - Harold W. Smith,
7026 De'erfi~ld Rd., Baltimore 8,
Maryland.

Dear Mr. Plunkett:-Enclosed
is a contribution for the Memorial
Fund. My wife and I both enjoy
reading The Octofoil. Tom
Dunn, 7408 S. Cre'nshaw, Los Angeles, Calif.
To a Grand Outfit :-:-Here is my
contribution to the Memorial
Fund, and I think you are doing a
swell job. I sure did enjoy "8
Stars to Victory." I also read The
Octofoil from cover to cover.
What seems to be the trouble
with former Co. C, 39th men? I
sure would l~ke to hear from any
or all of them. Keep up the good
work.-Leland A. :F;1lis, '115 16th
Ave., No., Nashville, Tenn.
Dear Members: Received my
Division emblem for my ca,r ....and
I really do like it. Enclosed is my
contribution to the Memorial
Fund. I think it is a great idea.
. Also wish to sayI enjoyed reading "8 Stars to Victory" and now
my friends are reading and enjoying every bit of it.-Romana
Urboniki, Box 21, Depue, 111., former staff sergeant, Go. C, 60th.
Dear Mr. Tingley: Enclosed you
will find my contribution to help
establish a Memorial to the Ninth
Division boys who w-ere not as fortunate as I. I wish I was financially able to make a contributionfor each of the boys which I
know.-Paul H. Pendleton, Rt. 11,
Lafayette, Ind., former Pfc., D
Co., 60th.
WANTS TO OUTSMART
THE LITTLE WOMAN
Dear Mr. Tingley: Here is my
contribution to the Memorial
Fund. I don't have a car yet, but
you can be sure the emblem will
be seen on the streets even if I
have to put it on a ba,by buggy.
By the way, how can I get The
Octofoil without my wife getting
it first? She won't give me the
paper when I get home from work
'until after dinner when she reads
it first. - Casimir J. Przybylski,
1042 Dewey Ave., Evanston, Ill.,
former pic., 3rd Bn., 39th.

.-.

~)

Dear Mr. Tingley: I think the
Memorial Fund is a great idea.
Maybe I'll be able to give more
later. It will sure help build up
respect for the Ninth Infantry Division Association'-""7Eddie McNamara, Leonardsville, N. Y., former Co. F, 39th man.

Dear Members: I have received
the automobile emblem that was
sent as a means of raising fund'3
for a Memorial to our Ninth Division men who did not return. I
think it h:; a swell idea. I like the
Dea..r Mr. Tingley: Enclosed
emblem very much. I am sending
my contribution. - Raymond .J. pl.ease find check for 1949 .dues
Hurst, 1016 Highland Ave., LOUIS- and my contribution to ~he Mfville, Ky., former 39th sergeant. morial Fund. I think it a wonderful idea.'---:'Malvin Johnson, 211W.
8th, Hutchinson, Kansas. former
ILLINOIS HEARD FROM
Dear Charlie: Received the.. au- 1st lieutenant, 60th.
-Pittsburgh In '49telnobile emblem. There is '"no
doubt but what all the fellows will
be glad to have one and it is for
such a good cause.
!
I am planning to be married
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Surles,
soon and have to watch my bucks, 193 N. Oakland Ave., Sharon, Pa.,
or I would send more th!1n I am. advise a n.ew man is on their team.
Journeyed to Springfield, Ill., He is William Roland, born May
to see the Division movies recent- 17, and weighed in at 5 lbs. 4 ozs.
This is boy No.3 for the Surles
ly. Seeing· them were worth the
clan.
trip. Walt Mahon and John Clou--PITTSBURGH IN '49ser showed the movies and then
talked about starting a downstate
chapter.
Everyone seemed to
think it- was a good idea. The
Henry F. Matala, 733 Crandall,
Springfield boys were to have met
again to get the ball rolling. I'll Youngstown, Ohio, a former 47th
Pfc., when sending in his 1949
try to get the local boys interest- dues, writes:
ed.-Allen Babcock, 646 E. DiI like The Octofoil very much
vision St., Decatur, Ill., former and under all circumstances it
Pfc., 60th Inf.
must continue to be published.

BILL ROLAND
IS BOY NO.3

Henry Motola Is
Octofoil Booster

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys Are Marching." Led by the
NintL Division Band former NintL men arose early in Philadelphia
last year and fell in line to march to the Memorial Services in honor
of those Buddies who had answered their last roll call. It is a solemn duty of every True Son of the Ninth who attends the Pittsburgh Convention to help make the line of march and the Memorial
Services the most impressive ever held by the Association.
-
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GEORGIA LADS
Will loe Caseg's High Hopes For a
TOYING WITH
New Year Becom,e lust An Illusion?

DIRECTORY OF- CHAPTER
OFFICERS AND ADDRESSES
This Directory Will Be Run Each Issue for the Benefit of"
Inter-Communication Between Chapters - Address
Changes Should Be Sent Secy. Tingley Immediately. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CHAPTER
Secretary-Treasurer

J ames Channing
3126 S. Dakota Ave., N.E.
Washington 18, D. C.
Telephone: North' 2426.
PITTSBURGH CHAPTER
Recording Secretary:

William J. Hilton
57 Maplewood Avenue
Pittsburgh 5, Pa.
Telephone: Walnut 9073.
Meets 3rd Friday of each
month at The Corporation
Rm., Commonwealth Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., 8 p. m.
PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER
Secretary:

Roger T. Parker
17.33 Tasker Street
Philadelphia 46, Pa.
Telephone: Fulton 9-2038
Meets 1st Friday of each
month at Essex Rm., Essex
Hotel, 13th and Filbert
Telephone: JE. 3093.
Sts., Philadelhia. Pa. 8 :30
p. m.
'
BUFFALO CHAPTER, '
President:

Henry G. Golabiecki
265 Cambridge Ave.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Telephone: Humboldt 4766.
OHIO CHAPTER-Columbus
Secretary-Treasurer:

David Boring
16 East 14th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio
Telephone: University 4530
Meets last Friday of each
month at Civic
Center
VFW, S. Front St., Columbus, Ohio.
CONNECTICUT CHAPTER
Treasurer:

Herbert Temkin
865 Chapel Street New Haven, Conn.
GREATER DETROIT
CHAPTER
Secret.. "y-Treasurer:

Joseph Casey
8621 Colfax
Detroit 4, Michigan
Telephone: Tyler 7-9652.
GREATER NEW YORK
CHAPTER

9th Inf. Div. Ass'n.
P. O. Box 1168, Grand Central"Station, New York, N. Y.
Secretary-Treasurer:

Harold Pepper
1696 Third Avenue
New York 28, N. Y.
.~ Telephone: SA. 2-0749.
ATLANTA CHAPTER
Secretary-Treasurer:

Mr. Walter J. Victor
580 Holaerness St., S.W.
Atlanta, Ga.
.. Telephone: Amherst 0560.
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ILLINOIS CHAPTER
Treasurer:

John G. Edwards
4746% Drexel Avenue
Chicago 15, Illinois.
Secretary:

Nate Gaynor,
3954 Cermak Road,
Chicago 23, Ill.
NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER

9th Inf. Div. Ass'n
P. O. Box 892
Boston, Ma;,.ss.
Secretary-Treasurer:

Ronald V. Murphy,
73 Reservoir St.,
Cambridge, Mass.
Meets: Last Monday of each
mon th, First Corps Cadet
Armory, Arlington' Street
at Columbus Ave., near the
Statler Hot e 1, Boston,
Mass., 7 :45 (>. m.
CLEVELAND-AKRON (0.)
CHAPTER
President:

Kenneth L. Meyer,
468 Pearl St.,
Akron, O. Phone JE. 3093.
Secretary:

Lazar Kay,
1551 East Boulevard,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Telephone: JE. 3093.
Meets the second Sunday
of each month. Contact the
secretary for further information.
• TWIN CITIES CHAPTER
· President:

Tom Solon,
Glen Lake Sanatorium,
Oak Terrace, Minn. .
Vice-President (Acting Pres.)

N. J. Hennen,
3455 Irving Ave., North
Minneapolis 12, Minn.
Phones: (business),' HY-,
land 9535.
(Home): CHerry 8823.
Secretary-Treasurer:

Richard W. Sims,.
3932 Brunswick,
St. Louis Park, Minn.
Me~bership Chairman:

Paul J obftson,
1827 14th Ave., South,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Back in January of this year
Joe Casey, 8621 Colfax, Detroit
4, Mich., the very efficient secretary of the Greater Detroit Chapter made a very passionate appeal
to all former Ninth men in an effort to keep the Association going
ever forward. Casey is just a little disappointed because of the
lack of interest being shown by
some former Ninth men. The letters Joe has sent out with return
postage and self-addressed envelopes have been paid for by Joe
Casey personally. Thank God for
a few· Loyal Sons of the Ninth Division like the little Detroit Irishman.
In a recent lettter Joe enclosed
a full column write-up taken from
the Detroit News, in which a feature writer, John M. Carlisle pays
glowing tribute to the loyalty former members of the famous 32nd
Division of World War I-II fame
have for one another. Parts of
th'at writeup from the Detroit paper is being printed in this issue
of The Octofoil in the hopes it
will arouse the drones and gold
bricks who have lost interest in
their old foxhole buddies - to
a sense of pride in what the Ninth
Division stood for-what a prominent place it has played in American history and the entire world.
Parts of the feature story that
Joe Casey wrote himself, last January, titled "High Hopes for the
New Year" are being reprinted below:
Let us hope that the coming
year will enable many of our
members to know each other even
better.
Reading of the history should
recall to mind scenes that have
grown a bit dim. Many remember
a certain town, a particular road
or the crossing of a river. We ar~
now better able to understand
that at the same time many of
our home-town neighbors were on
a nearby road, or near a different
town, or were crossing that same
river at a different place.
Few were able to look at the
big picture, to see on the map positions of each of the man units
of the 9th Div., or to know which
part of the team was to the right
or left. Many saw only the squad
on either si<Ie. Others felt in the
dark the broken ends of a telephone line. then spliced the ends
together. Another. picked up the
phone and directed that others
might send artillery shells a few
hundred yards further forward.
Yet others were intent on taping
a bandage. Some stood at a road
intersection and directed trucks
carrying rations, ammunition or
replacements. And others prayed
for us all.

some may have looked down from
the height of a little Piper plane,
others saw the ground just an
inch or so away. Since reading "8
Stars to Victory" members can
appreciate the teamwork of the
members of a squad, the companies in a battalion, and the regiments of the Division, and the mutual support and effort of all the
units that enabled the Ninth Division to such proud fame.
Our task now is to cOlltinue in
the- 'Ninth Infantry Division Asso.
ciation, the same feelings of teamwork and friendship, and loyalty
to one another-to be an active
member to the Association, and to
realize that the fellow who lives
just a few streets away in our
own neighbo'rhood is still the same
Ninth Division Buddy.

Parts of the article clipped
from the Detroit News relative to
the loyalty one to another members of the 32nd Division feel is
reprinted below:
The Red Arrow men of two
World Wars marched together
Memorial Day in companionship
of a great tradition. Slowly the
32nd Division veterans passed the
Red Arrow graves in the division's
own memorial shrine. The Red Arrows passed the last grave. . . . It
was the newest grave, honored
and enshrined like all the others.
In itself that grave was symbolical of the division's devotion
to its dead.
A few weeks ago a Detroiter
died who apparently was without
friends, funds or relatives. An
undertaker heard that he might
have been a member of the· 32nd
in World War I. Judge L. Eugene
Sharp was contacted. Gene was
Capt. Sharp of the 120th Machine
Gun Bn. in World War 1.
"Sure I know that fellow," said
Judge Sharp. "He was a machine
gunner in my outfit, and a good
one. He was always broke... But
he was a sweet gunner once."
'rhat's all it took. The Red Arrows honored the gunner for his
youth on the Meuse-Argonne
front. 1'hey buried him in their
Garden of· Honor with full military funeral. Red Arrows who
never knew him formed a guard
of hono~ Judge Sharp read-the
memorial services. "The Red Arr~w Division," }i.e said, "never
forgets its own."
Thus it was a division of veterans with a m~mory and devotion
like that who gathered again to
honor all its dead of two wars.

A NEW IDEA
Life would not be complete
around The Octofoil any more if
Walter J. Victor, 580 Holderness
St., Atlanta, Ga., and secretary of
the Georgia Chapter, should fail
to submit a report from the Georgia Crackers, accompanied by the
house organ, "Parts Pups" published by Genuine Parts Co., 475
W. Peac,htree St., Atlanta, Ga.
Walt is still planning on being
in Pittsburgh, but Mrs. Victor has
been quite ill during the past few
days and her condition will have
a lot to do with whether he can
make the trip.
On May 25 a meeting of the
Georgia group was held at the'
home of Major Waikart's. The
major forwarded a few notes to
Secretary Tingley dealing with the
May 25 meeting, which reads as
follows:
We had a cliapter meeting May
25 and discussed the proposed regional convention. Eleven members attended; all were in favor
of the idea and agreed to put
forth their best efforts to make it
a success.
One thing that bothers them is
finance. No money is in the Chapter treasury. Money will be needed to make arrangements for a
dance, super, hotel reservations
and other incidentals.
'
There was much discussion on
the number of, people that could
be expected from various states.
About 25 here in Atlanta can be
depended upon who would not require hotel rooms.
In antncipation of a decision
from the secretary's office the
Georgia chapter selected four
committees with chairmen as follows: Entertainment, John N.
Booth; Secretarial, Walter J. Victor; Reception, William H. Waikart; Speaker's Committee, Lt.
Col. Van Bond.
NEW OFFICERS

Following are the new officers
of the Georgia Chapter:
John N. Booth, President.
Donald S. MacKerer, Vice-Pres.
Walter J. Victor, Secy.-Treas.
MAJOR LEAVING ATLANTA

In hi~ short note to Secretary
Tingley
Major' Waikart
announces he will be out of Georgia
until early September, and upon
his return definite plans for the
regional fueeting will be worked
out.
-Pittsburgh ia

Coupla

'49-

~ood

Joes

A.b, yes, valiant indeed are the
living men of the Red Arrow Division who bowed their heads on
Memorial Day in memory of other 32nd men who did not come
EACH HAD A JOB
_Each one did a particular job- back.

WILKES-BARRESCRANTON CHAPTER
Secretary-Treasurer:

Francis H. Wolman,
257 Green St.,
Edwardsville, Pa.
Kingston, Pa. Postoffice.

PINE TREES IN BACKGROUND FAMILIAR

DETROIT HOPES TO HAVE FINE
REPRESENTATION AT PITTSBURGH
By JOE CASEY, Secretary,
Greater Detroit Chapter,
8621 Colfax,
Detroit, Mich.
Many members of the Greater
Detroit Chapter hope to be able
to attend the Convention in Pittsburgh as the city is less than a
day's journey, and the week-end
()f July 4 provides a wonderful opportunitv to return and have a day
to rest before going to work again
on July 5. Of course, any other
member who lives within 300
miles of the Convention City
should also plan to attend the
Conve~tion this year. Never put
()ff untIl next year the Convention
you can attend this year
MEET SUNDAY, JUNE 26

Our next meeting is to be Sunday, June 26, just a few days before the Convention, so our Chapter members can plan to share a
ride to Pittsburgh. Our Chapter
meets at 2 P. M. at 624 Brush St.,
in the upstairs lounge. The lounge
is just across the street from- the
back door of the Wayne County
Bldg., in the center of Downtown
Detroit.
PLEASANT MEETING

The recent meeting on Wednesday evening was a very pleasant
meeting, even if it was adjourned
about 10 :30 P. M. Several of our
active members spent more than
an hour to get to the meeting, and
as long again to return home. Two
and a half hours travel time, for
two and a half hours of meeting
with other fellows who were also
in the 9th Div.! The Artillery, Infantry, Anti-Aircraft, and MessKit Repair all were seated together again for a few hours, to
chat about the convention, the
rose bushes and lawns~ the little

families who were too small to
bring to the convention but not
too small to "help" paint the
wood work with floor varnish, and
to chat a:hout the high cost of living, and about that old pair of
G. I. shoes that seemed heavier
now and still were not worn out,
and to wonder why Tom, Dick, or
Shorty were not at this meeting
and hoping to see them at the
next one..
KINDA NICE

It is

~nda

•

nice; you know just

to bat the breeze with som~ guy

who ~sed to be a First Sarge (or
was It Mess Sarge), and he sits
there with you, and there is a button off his sport shirt, and he tells
you how his kids boss him around!
It is kinda nice just to bat the
breeze again with any guy who is
a pretty regular guy now, and you
don't care if he was a Captain or
a K. P. or if he _was even in the
same company! It's kinda nice ya
know, to meet' again the. Buddies
who also _served in any of the
other units of the Ninth, and who
come to a Chapter meeting. It will
be nicer yet-- at the Annual Conv~ntion, when ya get a chance to
bat the. breeze with a big bunch
of guys who were also in the
-PITTSBURGH IN '49-

Ed Coyle Changes
His Home Address
Edward J. Coyle has moved
from 1363 E. 50th, Chicago to
55~1 S. Kenwood Ave., Apt. 14,
ChIcago 37, Ill.
· E~ plans on see~ng the old gang
In PIttsburgh. He s batting a perfect average. This is his fourth
Ninth Infantry Division Association annual convention he has
been present and accounted for.

Harking back to the good old days at the Regimental Pool
Fbrt Bragg, in 1942, Pvt. John Tomastick, M Co., 47th, and Pvt:
Louis Novak, H Co., 47th, kinda causes a bit of nostalgia to the
. old timers.
.

Another of, Lt. Jess Nunn'.
pictures that was made in AlesfO'rd, England. Left to right:
lst Sgt. Tim Sullivan and Lt.
Nunn, Hq. lst Bn., 47th.
-PITTSBURGH IN '49-

Former Ninth Man
Is Headed For FarA way Country
AI Cuprys, Former
New Member - - He's On May
24, 1949, The Trenton
M.P., Moves Again B - - - - hing - - He Will Times. published the following
news Item, accompanied with a 1Alfons J. Cuprys, former Pfc., Make Good Member col. picture of James E. Blake.

9th M.P.s., asks that The OctoCarl K. Kohn, Room 6, Strand
foil and all other official mail addre5i?ed to him be sent to 1872 Theater Bldg., Plainfield, N. J.,
Park Blvd., Camden, N. J.
says he recently joined the Ninth
Al closes his letter thusly:
"Keep the Association going!- Infantry Division Association and
IT IS GREAT!"
~lready has something to gripe
-Pittsburgh in '49about. In the June issue of The
Octofoil his name and address appeared at 21 Elm Place, field, New
Jersey, and it should have been
Leroy Carpenter, a former 47th Plainfield, New Jersey. He wants
Pfc., lives in Brookings, Oregon. the correction made and then
He sent in 1949 dues and advises hopes to hear from some of his
he had never received a copy of old bu"9dies.
The Octofoil, although he did reCarl enjoys reading The Octoceive his copy of "8 Stars ~ Vic- foil and wants to hea·r from some
tory," and enjoyed reading it.
Secretary Tingley has the lad's of the old timers out of Co. E,
address record card straight now 39th, who he knew befor~ being
and he will get The Octofoil reg- knocked out during the African
campaign.
.
ularly.

Roy Carpenter
Out In Oregon

James E. Blake of Trenton has
been gradu~ted from the LatinA?1erican Institute, New York
CIty. He received the highest
honors in his class and gave the
valedictory address at the commencement exercises held in New
York Times Hall.
Blake is the son of Edmund D.
Blake, 2300 S. Broad St. He was
graduated from the Lawrenceville
School in 1945 and spent three
years in the 15th Engineers Bn.
9~h Infantry Division of the U. S:
Army.
At the Latin-American Institute Blake studied International
Administration. He has been employed by the So cony Vacuum
Company for work in Venezuela,
and after a short period of training. in New York will leave for
South America.
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G.I. Re-Employment Rights Cited
¥

FIELD LETTERS SENT OUT BY DEPARTMENT OF LABOR OUTLINES RIGHTS
Will Appear ".
OF
VETS TO RE-EMPLOyMENT
NextOetofoil

Di.·ectory Poge

Type was sent to fill two half
pages of names for the directory MANY MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION ARE NOT FAthat has been running for the past
MILIAR WITH LAWS - - - IF IN NEED OF DETAILED
several issues. but considerable
,INFORMATION BOOKLETS AVAILABLE FREE.
copy pertaining to the Convention
arrived shortly before press 'time
Anthony Loscalzo, 70-35 Broad- tel' was a copy ·of a recent newsy for this issue of The Octofoil.
Many veterans of World War II have requested the Buway, Jackson Heights, L. 1.. letter he had received from "Red" In orcler to give the members full reau of Vet~rans' Re-emplo~rment Rights, Department of
N. Y., who designed the attractive S. M. Byrne, 18 Morton St., So- details concerning this Big Fourth Labor, "Vashlngton, D. C., to supply information about re~
-Howitz-About-It heading to be merville, Mass., for Howitz-About- Annual Convention of the Ninth
employment rights under the Selective Act of 1948 and the
used over stories concerning the It column. Red's letter read:
Infantrv Division Association the
Arty lads, feels like the Artillery Hi Tony:
directo~y section was eliminated. older re-employment statutes. Reservists planning tours of
Can't you wake those Div. Arty. However, two full pages of the active duty are particularly interested. The Bureau can send
has let him down. Quoting from
a recent letter written by Tony, fellows up? I hope you can get names and addresses of former me!libers the following informational material if they will
he says:
material for your column in every Ninth Division men, both memWrIte to the address given above:
I earnestly agree with "Red" issue.
bers and non-members of the As1. An Ex-Serviceman's Right - - - - - - - - - - - - - - This is news to you, but it is sociation, will be printed in the
Byrne in re to the old Artillery
to His Old Job.
seeming shrouded in a mystery of old to the world: My second son next issue of The Octofoil.
2. Information About Your Restateside life-if there is such a was born last April 14th.
-PITTSBURGH IN '49thing.
Bill Lyerly is a Lieutenant Colemployment Rights Under the SeB.
FATHER CONNORS' REUNION onel (National Guard) in the
lective Service Act of 1948.
It will be a great event at Fa- Governor's Office, Alabama.
3. Field Letters 7 and 8.
Bill Buemi, 11913 Cromwell
Ernest Irion is now living at
ther Connors' Reunion in N ovemIn the following paragraphs Ave., Cleveland, Qhio, former Co.
Ernest Green. former Pvt. in
bel' (date hasn't been set yet). 3608 5th Ave., N., Great Falls,
A Co., 60th, wi·ites from Rt. 2, will be noted. Region number, F, 47th man, is shaking the bushes
Last year's get-together was most Mont.
George Botcheos' address is 16 Alamosa, Colo., and says he cer- Field Representative's name and high and low in an effort to get
enjoyable ancl this November
tainly would be much happier if address and the states comprising a complete file of all issues of
should turn out an even greater N. Paxon St., Philadelphia, Pa.
"Red" Lewis is out on the West some of the old gang would drop each particular region:
11 umber
of boys. The thrill of
The Octofoil that have ever been
1-Walker W. Daly, Field Rep- l'Jrinted.
him a few lines way out in there
stepping from Father Connors' Coast somewhere.
resentative, Old South Bldg., 294
The whereabouts of Tim in his Far ¥l estern 'home.
Memorial Mass into the handBill is a professional bookbind-Pittsbl'r .. h In '49Washington St., Boston 8, Mass.. shakes and shoulder taps of the O'Leary is a mystery.
Massachusetts, Vermont, Maine, er and drew a design that he had
"Doc" Stapelton is with Searsmany old buddies waiting outside
Rl).ode Island, New Hampshire.
in mind using to bind all back isthe church is not easy to equal- Roebuck.
then off to a grand reunion dinner.
John "O'Toole" O'Donnell lives
2-W. J. Overath, Field Repre- sues of the Octofoil for himself
Father Connors has worked in Pittsfield, Mass.
sentative, . Veterans' Service Cen- and any other member who might
very hard to make this a yearly
Try and build up next year's
ter, 500 Park Ave., New York 22, be interested.
event near Armistice day, held in get together of Father Connors. It
By JOHN H. WOOTEN,
N. Y.-New York, Connecticut,
The proposed design Bill submemory of our departed buddies. will be held in November and the
New Jersey.
117 French Avenue,
mitted was an elaborate looking
A plug or two in The Octofoil will price for the dinner should not
Westmont, N. J.
3 -Vananda J. Meyl, Field Repcover. The Octofoil appeared in
attract the attention of manvwho exceed $2.50. If this information
Many things have been going resentative, 7312 Labor Departotherwise might not attend the starts the rounds now and ap- on in the City of Brotherly Love ment Bldg., Washington 25, D. C.; colors at conspicuous places, as
Good Padre's Memorial Mass- pears in every issue of The Oc- since our last appearance in The L. B. F. Raycroft, Coordinator, well as lettered in bright colors
he's a great guy, and it"s a very tofoH until November we should Octofoil. The Chapter lras held 1224 Widener Bldg., Chestnut and were a list of all the campaigns
special occasion in any ex-Ninth have a great gathering up there. regular monthly me-etings with Juniper Sts., Philadelphia 7, Pa.; the Ninth Infantry Division parman's civilian life'!
I can make some good arrange- the ladies pre~ent, and has many Alyre J~ Gallant, Assistant Fiel<;l ti,cipated in.
ments for any sort of a time for noteworthy accomplishments to Representative, 502-E New:FederProbably what got Buemi all_
Enclosed in Tony Loscalzo's let- all the Div.Arty. gang.
al Bldg., PittsbUl'gh, Pa.-Mary- "het" up to fever pitch and caused
its credit.
A successful "Fifty-Fifty" raf- land, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West
fle was held which netted the Virginia, Delaware, District of him to design this cover was the
fact that his "darling" son got his
Chapter a tidy profit in addition Columbia.
to the lucky ticket holder. A very
4-Harvey Driscoll, Field Rep- paws on a back issue of The Ocenjoyable social function was resentative, 922 Grant Bldg., At- tofoH and tore it into shreds, causheld on May 25 at the Wagon lanta, Ga.-Mississippi, Alabama, ing his Pops to send out an SOS
M. Sgt. ,Albe:rt J. (Alabam)
Attached to Sgt. Alabam's let- Wheel Cafe in Darby, consisting North Carolina, South Carolina.. for an additional copy of that
Willingham is back at dearQld ter was a two-column write-up he of a floor show and refreshments, Georgi'a; FloridA, Puerto Rico.
particular issue.
Fort Bragg, assigned to Hq. & Hq. had taken from Army Times, in and the fellows and gals enjoyed
5-Frederick G. Beattie, Field
Any of the members interested
Det. No.1, 3420ASN, with a nice which ,was displayed .a big Octo- themselves immensely. Several of Representative, 521 Federal Bldg.,
the girls were rewarded with love- Cleveland 14, Ohio; Frederick G. in having their back issues of The
soft job in post publications. The foil. The write up read:
ly corsages, and the men with Beattie, Field Representative, 675 Octofoil bound should contact Bill
sarge says tell the old Ninth men
HITLER'S NEMESIS
plenty of laughs and good brew.
Federal Bldg., Detroit, Mich.; John Buemi at the address given above.
that if they need any blank forms 9th Infantry •••
BIG-LEAGUE
PICNIC
W. Rogers, Assistant Field Repre- CLEVELAND CHAPTER
or field manuals to get in touch
Organized July, 1918.
Still
At our June meeting President sentative, 512 Republic Bldg., 429 HUMMING ALONG
with him.
training in the States when World Marty Krasovetz revealed that West Walnut St.., Louisville, Ky.
He prefaces' his letter by letting 'War I ended.
Quoting from the letter, it is
the 'Philadelphia Evening Bulle- -Ohio, Tennessee, Kentucky, Inthe whole cockeyed world know Battle Brief.
noted:
tin is sponsoring a mammoth diana, Michigan.
'
he is sounding off for the old
Elements of the Ninth landed at Veterans' . Pi·cnic at Fairmount
6-J. C. Fitzpatrick, Field Rep- .. iThe Greater Cleveland Chapter
timers of Hq. '& Hq. Btry., 34th Algiers, Safi and Port Lyautey Park on July 4th, and all Vets and tesentative,
1200
Merchandise is just humming along. Buemi
F.A. Bn.
during the North African invasion. their families are invited to at- Mart Bldg., Chicago 54, Ill.; Vin- asks more of the boys to show up
cent A. McCoy, Assistant ]field at the meetings and help get nailSgt. Alabam says he s'ees quite Attacked in Southern Tunisia and tend.
While it is hoped that most of
a few former Ninth men down his fought its way north to Bizerte. the Philadelphia Vets of the 9th Representative, 369 Cedar St., St. ed down plans for the forthcom·
way, but like the news he reads In Sicilian campaign, helped cap- Division will be at Pittsburgh for Paul, Minn.~Illinois,Wi5consin, ing picnic. 'Tis sed, th~t this picMinnesota, North Dakota, South nic is gonna be a hell rajser-and
in The Octofoil it's almost every ture Randazzo and Messina. Hit the Convention, it is suggested Dakota.
if any of the guys want to donate
bit infantry. He's kinda teecl off Utah Beach 10 June 1944 and that any who are in town for the
. 'l-Ge"';'rge M. Dunlap, Field on the television deal they should
because no more Artv. men write drove on to Cherbourg. Took part 4th plan to attend this function Representative,
1312
Fidelity
in than do.
•
in the St. Lo bre'ak through and in Fairmount Park. There will be Bldg., Kansas City 6, Mo.; Harry contact Buemi, because he says he
has billions of the donation ticka
'representative
of
the
Ninth·
InMentioned in the Sarge's letter crossed the Marne to sweep
Barnarcl, Assistant Field Repreis Shelton (Billy) Stoddard, who through Saarlautern. On 30 Jan- fantry Division Association on sentative, 210 Old Customhouse, ets on hand.
hand to make yOU welcome and
Bill says that Lt. Raymond
is back with the Ninth, and George uary 1945 the Ninth began a drive you will undollbtedly run into 16th and Arapahoe Sts., Denver,
Colo.-Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Larson's sudden death from heart
M. Dodge, who was with Hq. and across the RoeI', broke out of the someone you know.
B Btrys. Says George is looking Remagen briclgehead and cleared BIG CROWD TO PITTSBURGH Colorado, Kansas, Wyoming, New attack out in Arizona was responMexico.
sible for him not attending the
for a new Dodge, but this new the Ruhr pocket.
Philadelphia really had a fine
8-George M. Dunlap, Field 1947 Convention. He and 1,t.
Note: Distinguished Unit Cita- representation at the Convention
Dodge will have to be pushed. The
, address is George M. Dodge, Star, tions: Twenty-four!
held here last year, and all the Represen tati ve, 1114 Commerce Larson were supposed to meet at
N. C. Robe'rt Reid is also living Present Station
active members of the Chapter St., Dallas, Tex.-Texas, Arkan- the 1947 Convention.
Louisiana, Oklahoma.
are going all out this year to in- sas,
The lad claims' a temporary case
F~rt Dix, New Jersey.
in the same neighborhood.
9-Edward K .. McMahon, Field
sure success an& a good repreof "shorts" ma~{ prevent attendRepresentative,
102
Federal
Ofsentation from this fair city. We fice Bldg., San Francisco 2, Calif.; ing the fittsburgh Conventionwant to take this opportunity to Mrs. Patricia Terhune, Assistant but he has purchased a Piggy
appeal to all the fellows in the Field Representative, Furniture Bank and knows damn well there
Philadelphia area who do not at- Ex-change Bldg., 1206 Santee St.,
will be enough in it for him to
tend the Chapter meetings to Los
Angeles, Cailf.-California, move out to attend the 1950 conmake a special effort to attend the Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Hawaii.
When Ed McNamara. Leonards- WHERE'S SWEENEY?
v.ention.
convention and make themselves
10-Arthur
M.
Chamberlin,
ville, N. Y., sent in his 1949 dues
Another request made in McNa- known to a representative of the
-Pittsburgh in '49Field Represe'ntative, 37 Federal
he admitted the "little woman" mara's letter asks the whereaboutf: Philadelphia Chapter. John Calla- Office Bldg., Seattle 4, Wash.- ABSENT-MINDED JOE
Mother: "That brazen Miss
pulled top kick rank on him when of Sweeney, First Scout of 2nd han wiil be on hand to make you Washington, Montana, Oregon,
PIt., who is supposed to live just welcome, and it is felt that your
Vnmp boasts that she has been
she read a notice from Secretary below Philadelphia in Pe'nnsyl- stay at Pittsburgh will be more Idaho, Alaska.
Individual re-employment prob- kissed by every married man in
enjoyable with your home town lems should be brought to the at- town except one!"
Tingley calling his delinquent sta- vania.
buddies.
tus to his attention. The ,McNatention of the field representative
Father (absently): "I wonder
The McNamaras received "8
MEETING POSTPONED
listed above who is ih the com- who he can be?"
mara domicile Top Kick issued Sta'rs to Victory" and think it a
Due to the convention falling
-Pittsburgh in '49mighty fine book. They are like- on our regular meeting date, the plaintant's pa;rticular region.
the following o-l'ders:
The various Field Letters fur- NOSEY
wise
hoping
to
&ee
all
the
old
gang
Philadelphia Chapter will not nished The Octofoil are entirely
1. Lay down Bill Stern's favoA snuff manufacturer is a felat Pittsburgh.
hold a business meeting in July. too lengthy to be printed in the low who goes around putting his
rite baseball stories. Completed.
The couple's wedding was put Secretary Rog Parker will mail limited space available, but book2. Fill out :Ninth Division pa- off from April 28 to May 14 in out cards announcing the next lets printed in unclerstandable business in other people's noses.
pers and pay dues. Completed.
order to make New York Chap- meeting, which will be held in Au- language are easily obtained that
gust on the first Friday at the do answer any and all questions lems will provide information and
3. Announce arrival of Com- ter's dance
Essex Hotel, as usual. All mem- on the subject of ex-G.I.s re-em- assistance, and, if necessary, will
pany Commander, little Patricia
The letter from Eddy McNa- bers should be on hand to hash ployment. Just drop a card to the put the ex-serviceman in touch
Marie, who is now 3 months old
mara
included
his
1949.
dues
plus
over the convention and to for- Departm'entof Labor, Bureau of with a local re-employment rights
and has grown from 6 pounds to
Veterans' Reemployment Rights, committeeman who is cooperating
10 pounds in her three months a contribution to the Gold Star mulate our big Fall plans.
Mothers
and
Dads
Fund.
Washington, D. C.
with the Bureau of Veterans' Reliving with the McNamaras.
PAY DUES NOW
-PittsburaJr in '49-An ex-serviceman desiring as- employment Rights of the DepartLit's all make a special effort
Mac also would like to hear from
Be a go-getter! - If you find to pay our dues, and attend the sistance in connection with any ment of Labor to provide a.ddia couple of J oes he was· with at
Altus, Okla., later they were in a worm in your' apple, have fish Convention, making Pittsburgh in re-employment problem should go tional help needed. If the prob'49 the best ever. Information can to the nearest local office of the 'lem camlOt be solved' locally, it
the 2nd Plt. ,Co. F, 39th. He's for dinner.
. -Pittsburah in '49be obtained from the Secl'etary, State Employment Serviee. The will be forwarded to the nearest
forgotten the names but they were
Democrat: A voter who wasn't whose address appears in The staff member in that office respon- field- office of the Bureau for any
the only two that ever joined up
sible for handling veteran.s' prob- further handling required.
polled.
Octofoil.
with the 39th from Altus, Okla.

ERNEST GREEN IN
ALAMOSA, COLO.

PHILLY GANG WILL
BE HEARD FROM IN
CONVENTION CITY

C

ALABAM ,WILLINGHAM DECIDES
TO SOUND OFF FOR ARTILLERY

ED MCNAMARA LISTENS TO THE
LITTLE WOMAN AND PAYS DUES

BUEMI WILL MAKE
6CTOFOIl INDERS

